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Background: The American Thoracic Society, U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, European Respiratory Society, and Infectious Diseases Society of America jointly sponsored this new practice guideline on the treatment of drug-resistant tuberculosis (DR-TB). The document includes recommendations on the treatment of multidrug-resistant TB (MDR-TB) as well as isoniazid-resistant but rifampin-susceptible TB.

Methods: Published systematic reviews, meta-analyses, and a new individual patient data meta-analysis from 12,030 patients, in 50 studies, across 25 countries with confirmed pulmonary rifampin-resistant TB were used for this guideline. Meta-analytic approaches included propensity score matching to reduce confounding. Each recommendation was discussed by an expert committee, screened for conflicts of interest, according to the Grading of Recommendations, Assessment, Development, and Evaluation (GRADE) methodology.

Results: Twenty-one Population, Intervention, Comparator, and Outcomes questions were addressed, generating 25 GRADE-based recommendations. Certainty in the evidence was judged to be very low, because the data came from observational studies with significant loss to follow-up and imbalance in background regimens between comparator groups. Good practices in the management of MDR-TB are described. On the basis of the evidence review, a clinical strategy tool for building a treatment regimen for MDR-TB is also provided.

Conclusions: New recommendations are made for the choice and number of drugs in a regimen, the duration of intensive and continuation phases, and the role of injectable drugs for MDR-TB. On the basis of these recommendations, an effective all-oral regimen for MDR-TB can be assembled. Recommendations are also provided on the role of surgery in treatment of MDR-TB and for treatment of contacts exposed to MDR-TB and treatment of isoniazid-resistant TB.
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The recommendations in this practice guideline were supported by scientific evidence, including results of a propensity score (PS)-matched individual patient data meta-analyses (IPDMA) conducted using a database of more than 12,000 patient records from 25 countries in support of these guidelines (see Appendix A: Methodology in the online supplement) (3). We used the Grading of Recommendations, Assessment, Development, and Evaluation (GRADE) approach to appraise the quality of evidence and to formulate, write, and grade most recommendations (4, 5).
Although published data on costs are noted in these guidelines, the committee did not conduct formal cost-effectiveness analyses of the treatments reviewed to determine a recommendation. The treatment of DR-TB can be complicated and thus is necessarily preceded and accompanied by important components of care relating to the access to TB experts, microbiological and molecular diagnosis, education, monitoring and follow-up, and global patient-centered strategies. The writing committee considered that these topics are crucial but do not require formal and extensive evidence appraisal in the context of the present guidelines. Following GRADE guidance, it was thus decided that these practices would be addressed in good practice statements. Below, six ungraded good practice statements as well as 25 GRADE-based recommendations addressing 21 PICO questions (Table 1) are listed. Questions were selected according to their importance to clinical practice, as determined by the guideline panel, expert advisors, and patient advocates. The implications of the strength of recommendation, conditional or strong, for patients, clinicians, and policy makers are described in Appendix A and shown in Table 2. Detailed and referenced information on treatment of MDR-TB is available below, including a summary of the evidence, and the benefits, harms, and additional considerations of each practice or recommendation.

### Summary of Good Practices

For patients being evaluated and treated for any form of drug-resistant TB, the following six ungraded good practice statements are emphasized, as the writing committee had high confidence in their net benefit:

1. Consultation should be requested with a TB expert when there is suspicion of or confirmation of DR-TB. In the United States, TB experts can be found through CDC-supported TB Centers of Excellence for Training, Education, and Medical Consultation (http://www.cdc.gov/tb/education/rmmc/default.htm), through local health department TB control programs (https://www.cdc.gov/tb/links/tboffices.htm), and through international MDR-TB expert groups such as the Global TB Network (6).

2. Molecular DSTs should be obtained for rapid detection of mutations associated with resistance. When rifampin resistance is detected, additional DST should be performed immediately for first-line drugs, fluoroquinolones, and aminoglycosides. Resistance to fluoroquinolones should be excluded whenever isoniazid resistance is found.

3. Regimens should include only drugs to which the patient’s M. tuberculosis isolate has documented or high-level resistance.

### Table 1. Questions Regarding the Treatment of Drug-Resistant Tuberculosis Selected by the Guideline Writing Committee

#### Number of effective drugs in a regimen for MDR-TB

1. Should patients with MDR-TB be prescribed five effective drugs vs. more or fewer agents during the intensive and continuation phases of treatment?

2. Should patients with MDR-TB undergoing intensive-phase treatment be treated for >6 mo after culture conversion or <6 mo after culture conversion?

3. Should patients with MDR-TB undergoing continuation-phase treatment be treated for >18 mo after culture conversion or <18 mo after culture conversion?

#### Drug and drug classes for the treatment of MDR-TB

4. In patients with MDR-TB, are outcomes safely improved when regimens include amoxicillin/clavulanate compared with regimens that do not include amoxicillin/clavulanate?

5. In patients with MDR-TB, are outcomes safely improved when regimens include bedaquiline compared with regimens that do not include bedaquiline?

6. In patients with MDR-TB, are outcomes safely improved when regimens include carbapenems with clavulanic acid compared with regimens that do not include them?

7. In patients with MDR-TB, are outcomes safely improved when regimens include clofazimine compared with regimens that do not include clofazimine?

8. In patients with MDR-TB, are outcomes safely improved when regimens include cycloserine compared with regimens that do not include cycloserine?

9. In patients with MDR-TB, are outcomes safely improved when regimens include delamanid compared with regimens that do not include delamanid?

10. In patients with MDR-TB, are outcomes safely improved when regimens include ethionamid/prothionamide compared with regimens that do not include ethionamid/prothionamide?

11. In patients with MDR-TB, are outcomes safely improved when regimens include ethionamide/prothionamide compared with regimens that do not include ethionamide/prothionamide?

12. In patients with MDR-TB, are outcomes safely improved when regimens include fluoroquinolones compared with regimens that do not include fluoroquinolones?

13. In patients with MDR-TB, are outcomes safely improved when regimens include an injectable compared with regimens that do not include an injectable?

14. In patients with MDR-TB, are outcomes safely improved when regimens include linezolid compared with regimens that do not include linezolid?

15. In patients with MDR-TB, are outcomes safely improved when regimens include macrolides compared with regimens that do not include macrolides?

16. In patients with MDR-TB, are outcomes safely improved when regimens include p-aminosalicylic acid compared with regimens that do not include p-aminosalicylic acid?

17. In patients with MDR-TB, are outcomes safely improved when regimens include pyrazinamide compared with regimens that do not include pyrazinamide?

18. In patients with MDR-TB, does treatment with a standardized MDR-TB regimen for <12 mo lead to better outcomes than treatment with an MDR-TB regimen for 18-24 mo?

19a. Should patients with isoniazid-resistant TB be treated with a regimen composed of a fluoroquinolone, rifampin, ethambutol, and pyrazinamide for 6 mo compared with rifampin, ethambutol, and pyrazinamide (without a fluoroquinolone) for 6 mo?

19b. Should patients with isoniazid-resistant TB be treated with a regimen composed of a fluoroquinolone, rifampin, and ethambutol for 6 mo and pyrazinamide for the first 2 mo compared with a regimen composed of a fluoroquinolone, rifampin, ethambutol, and pyrazinamide for 6 mo?

### Use of a standardized, shorter-course regimen of <12 mo for the treatment of MDR-TB

19a. Should patients with isoniazid-resistant TB be treated with a regimen composed of a fluoroquinolone, rifampin, ethambutol, and pyrazinamide for 6 mo compared with rifampin, ethambutol, and pyrazinamide (without a fluoroquinolone) for 6 mo?

19b. Should patients with isoniazid-resistant TB be treated with a regimen composed of a fluoroquinolone, rifampin, and ethambutol for 6 mo and pyrazinamide for the first 2 mo compared with a regimen composed of a fluoroquinolone, rifampin, ethambutol, and pyrazinamide for 6 mo?

### Surgery as adjunctive therapy for MDR-TB

20. Among patients with MDR/XDR TB receiving antimicrobial therapy, does lung resection surgery (i.e., lobectomy or pneumonectomy) lead to better outcomes than no surgery?

### Management of contacts exposed to an infectious patient with MDR-TB

21. Should contacts exposed to an infectious patient with MDR-TB be offered LTBI treatment vs. followed with observation alone?

### Definition of abbreviations: LTBI = latent TB infection; MDR = multidrug resistant; TB = tuberculosis; XDR = extensively drug resistant.
Table 2. Implications of Strong and Conditional Recommendations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strong Recommendation (“We recommend . . .”)</th>
<th>Conditional Recommendation (“We suggest . . .”)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For patients</td>
<td>The overwhelming majority of individuals in this situation would want the recommended course of action, and only a small minority would not.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For clinicians</td>
<td>The overwhelming majority of individuals should receive the recommended course of action. Adherence to this recommendation according to the guideline could be used as a quality criterion or performance indicator. Formal decision aids are not likely to be needed to help individuals make decisions consistent with their values and preferences.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For policy makers</td>
<td>The recommendation can be adapted as policy in most situations, including for the use as performance indicators.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. We suggest using at least five drugs in the intensive phase of treatment and four drugs in the continuation phase of treatment (conditional recommendation, very low certainty in the evidence).

2. We suggest an intensive-phase duration of treatment of between 5 and 7 months after culture conversion (conditional recommendation, very low certainty in the evidence).

3. We suggest a total treatment duration of between 15 and 21 months after culture conversion (conditional recommendations, very low certainty in the evidence).

4. We suggest including ethambutol only (strong recommendation, very low certainty in the evidence).

5. We suggest including isoniazid (conditional recommendation, very low certainty of evidence).

6. We suggest including pyrazinamide in a regimen for treatment of patients with MDR-TB or with isoniazid-resistant TB, when the M. tuberculosis isolate has not been found resistant to pyrazinamide (conditional recommendation, very low certainty in the evidence).

7. We suggest including linezolid (conditional recommendation, very low certainty in the evidence).

8. We suggest including delamanid and tolerability of delamanid in combination with other oral agents. Until additional data are available, the guideline panel concurs with the conditional recommendation of the 2019 WHO Consolidated Guidelines on Drug-Resistant Tuberculosis.

Summary of Recommendations

For the selection of an effective MDR-TB treatment regimen and duration of MDR-TB treatment:

1. We suggest using at least five drugs in the intensive phase of treatment and four drugs in the continuation phase of treatment (conditional recommendation, very low certainty in the evidence).

2. We suggest an intensive-phase duration of treatment of between 5 and 7 months after culture conversion (conditional recommendation, very low certainty in the evidence).

3. We suggest a total treatment duration of between 15 and 21 months after culture conversion (conditional recommendations, very low certainty in the evidence).

4. We suggest including ethambutol only (strong recommendation, very low certainty in the evidence).

5. We suggest including isoniazid (conditional recommendation, very low certainty of evidence).

6. We suggest including pyrazinamide in a regimen for treatment of patients with MDR-TB or with isoniazid-resistant TB, when the M. tuberculosis isolate has not been found resistant to pyrazinamide (conditional recommendation, very low certainty in the evidence).

7. We suggest including linezolid (conditional recommendation, very low certainty in the evidence).

8. We suggest including delamanid (conditional recommendation, very low certainty of evidence).

9. We suggest including clofazimine (conditional recommendation, very low certainty in the evidence).

10. We suggest including cycloserine (conditional recommendation, very low certainty in the evidence).

11. We suggest including ethambutol only when other more effective drugs cannot be assembled to achieve a total of five drugs in the regimen (conditional recommendation, very low certainty in the evidence).

12. The guideline panel was unable to make a clinical recommendation for or against delamanid because of the absence of data in the PS-matched IPDMA conducted for this practice guideline. We make a research recommendation for the conduct of randomized clinical trials and cohort studies evaluating the efficacy, safety, and tolerability of delamanid in combination with other oral agents.
Treatment that delamanid may be included in the treatment of patients with MDR/rifampin-resistant (RR)-TB aged ≥3 years on longer regimens (7).

For selected oral drugs previously included in regimens for the treatment of MDR-TB:

13. We recommend NOT including amoxicillin–clavulanate, with the exception of when the patient is receiving a carbapenem wherein the inclusion of clavulanate is necessary (strong recommendation, very low certainty in the evidence).

14. We recommend NOT including the macrolides azithromycin and clarithromycin (strong recommendation, very low certainty in the evidence).

15. We suggest NOT including ethionamide/prothionamide if more effective drugs are available to construct a regimen with at least five effective drugs (conditional recommendation, very low certainty in the evidence).

16. We suggest NOT including p-aminosalicylic acid in a regimen if more effective drugs are available to construct a regimen with at least five effective drugs (conditional recommendation, very low certainty in the evidence).

For the selection of drugs administered through injection when needed to compose an effective treatment regimen for MDR-TB:

17. We suggest including amikacin or streptomycin when susceptibility to these drugs is confirmed (conditional recommendation, very low certainty of evidence).

18. We suggest including a carbapenem (always to be used with amoxicillin-clavulanic acid) (conditional recommendation, very low certainty of evidence).

19. We suggest NOT including kanamycin or capreomycin (conditional recommendation, very low certainty in the evidence).

A summary of the recommendations on drugs, the certainty in the evidence, and the relative risks of success and death is provided in Figure 1. Additional details and other outcomes of interest are provided in the section on Drugs and Drug Classes and in Appendix B: Evidence Profiles in the online supplement. Success is defined as end of treatment cure or treatment completion. aOR = adjusted odds ratio; CI = confidence interval; WHO = World Health Organization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drug / Drug Class</th>
<th>Recommendation</th>
<th>Certainty in the evidence</th>
<th>Relative (95% CI) Death</th>
<th>Relative (95% CI) Success</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FOR</td>
<td>AGAINST</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bedaquiline</td>
<td>Strong</td>
<td></td>
<td>Very Low</td>
<td>aOR 0.4 (0.3 to 0.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluoroquinolone:</td>
<td>Strong</td>
<td></td>
<td>Very Low</td>
<td>aOR 0.5 (0.4 to 0.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moxifloxacin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluoroquinolone:</td>
<td>Strong</td>
<td></td>
<td>Very Low</td>
<td>aOR 0.6 (0.5 to 0.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levofoxacin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linezolid</td>
<td>Conditional</td>
<td></td>
<td>Very Low</td>
<td>aOR 0.3 (0.2 to 0.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clofazidine</td>
<td>Conditional</td>
<td></td>
<td>Very Low</td>
<td>aOR 0.8 (0.6 to 1.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycloserine</td>
<td>Conditional</td>
<td></td>
<td>Very Low</td>
<td>aOR 0.6 (0.5 to 0.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injectable:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amikacin</td>
<td>Conditional</td>
<td></td>
<td>Very Low</td>
<td>aOR 1.0 (0.8 to 1.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Streptomycin</td>
<td>Conditional</td>
<td></td>
<td>Very Low</td>
<td>aOR 0.8 (0.6 to 1.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethambutol</td>
<td>Conditional</td>
<td></td>
<td>Very Low</td>
<td>aOR 1.0 (0.9 to 1.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyrazinamide</td>
<td>Conditional</td>
<td></td>
<td>Very Low</td>
<td>aOR 0.7 (0.6 to 0.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injectable:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbapenems w/</td>
<td>Conditional</td>
<td></td>
<td>Very Low</td>
<td>aOR 1.0 (0.5 to 1.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clavulanic acid</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delamanid</td>
<td>Concur with</td>
<td>WHO conditional</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethionamide</td>
<td>Conditional</td>
<td></td>
<td>Very Low</td>
<td>aOR 0.9 (0.8 to 1.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prothionamide</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injectable:</td>
<td>Conditional</td>
<td></td>
<td>Very Low</td>
<td>aOR 1.1 (0.9 to 1.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kanamycin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injectable:</td>
<td>Conditional</td>
<td></td>
<td>Very Low</td>
<td>aOR 1.2 (1.1 to 1.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-aminosalicylic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acid</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injectable:</td>
<td>Conditional</td>
<td></td>
<td>Very Low</td>
<td>aOR 1.4 (1.1 to 1.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capreomycin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injectable:</td>
<td>Conditional</td>
<td></td>
<td>Very Low</td>
<td>aOR 1.6 (1.2 to 2.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macrolides:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azithromycin</td>
<td>Strong</td>
<td></td>
<td>Very Low</td>
<td>aOR 1.7 (1.3 to 2.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarithromycin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amoxicillin-</td>
<td>Strong</td>
<td></td>
<td>Very Low</td>
<td>aOR 1.7 (1.3 to 2.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clavulanate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Summary of recommendations on drugs for use in a treatment regimen for patients with multidrug-resistant tuberculosis, including strength of recommendation, certainty in the evidence, and relative effects on death and treatment success. Additional details and other outcomes of interest are provided in the section on Drugs and Drug Classes and in Appendix B: Evidence Profiles in the online supplement. Success is defined as end of treatment cure or treatment completion. aOR = adjusted odds ratio; CI = confidence interval; WHO = World Health Organization.
in **Appendix B: Evidence Profiles** in the online supplement.

For the use of the WHO-recommended standardized shorter-course 9- to 12-month regimen for MDR-TB:

20. The shorter-course regimen is standardized with the use of kanamycin (which the committee recommends against using) and includes drugs for which there is documented or high likelihood of resistance (e.g., isoniazid, ethionamide, pyrazinamide). Although the STREAM (Standard Treatment Regimen of Anti-Tuberculosis Drugs for Patients with MDR-TB) Stage 1 randomized trial found the shorter-course regimen to be noninferior to longer injectable-containing regimens with respect to the primary efficacy outcome (8), the guideline committee cannot make a recommendation either for or against this standardized shorter-course regimen, compared with longer individualized all-oral regimens that can be composed in accordance with the recommendations in this practice guideline. We make a research recommendation for the conduct of randomized clinical trials evaluating the efficacy, safety, and tolerability of modified shorter-course regimens that include newer oral agents, exclude injectables, and include drugs for which susceptibility is documented or highly likely.

For the role of surgery in the treatment of MDR-TB:

21. We suggest elective partial lung resection (e.g., lobectomy or wedge resection), rather than medical therapy alone, for adults with MDR-TB receiving antimicrobial-based therapy (conditional recommendation, very low certainty in the evidence). The writing committee believes this option would be beneficial for patients for whom clinical judgement, supported by bacteriologic and radiographic data, suggest a strong risk of treatment failure or relapse with medical therapy alone.

22. We suggest medical therapy alone, rather than including elective total lung resection (pneumonectomy), for adults with MDR-TB receiving antimicrobial therapy (conditional recommendation, very low certainty in the evidence).

For the treatment of isoniazid-resistant TB:

23. We suggest adding a later-generation fluoroquinolone to a 6-month regimen of daily rifampin, ethambutol, and pyrazinamide for patients with isoniazid-resistant TB (conditional recommendation, very low certainty in the evidence).

24. In patients with isoniazid-resistant TB treated with a daily regimen of a later-generation fluoroquinolone, rifampin, ethambutol, and pyrazinamide, we suggest that the duration of pyrazinamide can be shortened to 2 months in selected situations (i.e., noncavitary and lower burden disease or toxicity from pyrazinamide) (conditional recommendation, very low certainty in the evidence).

For the management of contacts to patients with MDR-TB:

25. We suggest offering treatment for latent TB infection (LTBI) for contacts to patients with MDR-TB versus following with observation alone (conditional recommendation, very low certainty in the evidence). We suggest 6 to 12 months of treatment with a later-generation fluoroquinolone alone or with a second drug, on the basis of drug susceptibility of the source-case M. tuberculosis isolate. On the basis of evidence of increased toxicity, adverse events, and discontinuations, pyrazinamide should not be routinely used as the second drug.

In this guideline, we provide new recommendations for treatment of MDR-TB and for treatment of isoniazid-resistant TB. On the basis of the evidence review conducted for this guideline, a clinical strategy tool for building a treatment regimen for MDR-TB is provided. Additional detailed and referenced information on treatment of MDR-TB in special situations (children, pregnant women, and HIV-infected patients), approaches to treatment monitoring, the use of case management and directly observed therapy, the role of therapeutic drug monitoring, and key research priorities are provided below.

**Introduction**

The American Thoracic Society (ATS), U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, European Respiratory Society (ERS), and Infectious Diseases Society of America (IDSA) have jointly developed these Drug-Resistant Tuberculosis guidelines. These new recommendations are based on the certainty in the evidence (also known as the quality of evidence) and developed based on the evidence that was appraised using GRADE methodology, which incorporates patient values and costs as well as judgments about trade-offs between benefits and harms (4, 5). A carefully selected panel of experts, screened for conflicts of interest, including specialists in pulmonary medicine, infectious diseases, pediatrics, primary care, public health, epidemiology, economics, pharmacokineti cks, microbiology, systematic review methodology, and patient advocacy, was assembled to assess the evidence supporting each recommendation. In contrast to prior analytic approaches, wherein systematic reviews of aggregate data were used for decision-making, a new PS-matched meta-analysis of IPDMA from 12,030 patients, in 50 studies, from 25 countries with confirmed pulmonary RR-TB was conducted for this guideline (3). Given the paucity of high-quality randomized controlled trials conducted in DR-TB, individual data from observational studies represent the next best level of evidence for analyses. Nonetheless, the writing committee noted that observational data are prone to bias and confounding. The 21 PICO questions and associated recommendations are summarized below, all appraised using GRADE methodology (see **Appendix B**). Questions were selected according to their importance to clinical practice, as determined by the guideline panel, expert advisors, and patient advocates. The implications of the strength of recommendation, conditional or strong, for patients, clinicians, and policy makers are described in **Appendix A**. On the basis of the GRADE methodology framework, all recommendations in these guidelines are based on very lowcertainty in the evidence. The writing committee selected death, treatment success, and serious adverse effects as the endpoints of critical importance on which to generate recommendations. Our meta-analytic approaches included PS matching to
reduce confounding (on the basis of individual-level covariates of age, sex, HIV coinfection, acid-fast bacilli [AFB] smear results, cavitation on chest radiographs, history of TB treatment with first-line or second-line TB drugs, and number of possibly effective drugs in the regimen, among other variables), described in detail in the publication of the PS-matched IPDMA publication and in Appendix A (3). However, the risk of bias remained serious, because the average loss to follow-up across included studies was 10% to 20%. In addition, despite the efforts, there was a large residual imbalance in background regimens used in experimental and control groups.

These guidelines are intended for settings in which treatment is individualized and where mycobacterial cultures, molecular (genotypic) and culture-based (phenotypic) DSTs, and radiographic facilities are available (9,10). Of note, published data on costs are referenced in these guidelines, but the committee did not conduct formal cost-effectiveness analyses of the treatments and interventions reviewed in relation to determining a recommendation.

In these guidelines, MDR-TB is defined specifically as resistance to at least isoniazid and rifampin, the two most important first-line drugs. XDR-TB is a subset of MDR-TB with additional resistance to a fluoroquinolone and a second-line injectable agent. Because XDR-TB evolves from MDR-TB in two steps, the term “pre-XDR-TB” was introduced to identify MDR-TB with additional resistance to either one but not both of these classes of drugs. In these guidelines, we also provide recommendations for the treatment of isoniazid-resistant TB.

**Good Practices for Treating DR-TB**

The fundamentals of TB care, regardless of the treatment selected, rest on ensuring timely diagnosis and initiation of appropriate therapy, with ongoing support and management to achieve successful treatment completion and cure. The responsibility for successful treatment of TB is placed primarily on the provider or program initiating therapy rather than on the patient (11). Nevertheless, a patient-centered approach, described more fully in the section on case management below, requires the involvement of the patient in decision-making. We recommend seeking consultation with an expert in TB when there is suspicion for or confirmation of DR-TB (ungraded good practice statement). In the United States, DR-TB experts can be found through CDC-supported TB Centers of Excellence for Training, Education, and Medical Consultation (http://www.cdc.gov/tb/education/rtmc/default.htm), through local health department TB Control Programs (https://www.cdc.gov/tb/links/boffices.htm), and through international MDR-TB expert groups such as the British Thoracic Society MDR-TB Clinical Advisory Service (http://mdrtb.brit-thoracic.org.uk/) and the Global TB Network (6). Additional good practices in the treatment of patients in need of evaluation for DR-TB include the following:

**Diagnosing TB and Identification of Drug Resistance**

The potential for drug resistance is considered in every patient. An aggressive effort is made to collect biological specimens for detection of *M. tuberculosis* and for drug resistance. A rapid test for a least rifampin resistance should ideally be done for every patient, but especially for those at risk of drug resistance. The concern for possible resistance is heightened for patients from areas of the world with at least a moderate incidence of TB in general (>20/100,000) and a high primary MDR-TB prevalence (>2%) (12). Individuals who have or recently had close contact with a patient with infectious DR-TB, especially when the contact is a young child or has HIV infection, are at risk of developing DR-TB, especially when the contact is a young child or has HIV infection, are at risk of developing DR-TB.

**Drug Resistance (MDDR) service serves to rapidly identify DR-TB. This service uses DNA sequencing for detection of mutations most frequently associated with resistance to both first-line (e.g., rifampin, isoniazid, ethambutol, and pyrazinamide) as well as second-line drugs (MDDR Service Request Form is available here: https://www.cdc.gov/tb/topic/laboratory/MDDRSubmissionForm.pdf). Recently published ATS/CDC/IDSA Practice Guidelines for the diagnosis of TB provide additional details on the optimal use of diagnostic tools and algorithms (13).**

**Treatment and Monitoring of DR-TB**

Regimens should only include drugs to which the patient’s isolate has documented or high likelihood of susceptibility. Drugs known to be ineffective, on the basis of *in vitro* resistance or clinical and epidemiological information (i.e., resistance in the index case or high population prevalence of resistance), should not be used, even when resistance is present in only a small percentage of the mycobacteria in the population. If at least 1% of organisms in a solid media culture exhibit resistance to a drug (the current standard laboratory definition of drug resistance) (14), using that drug in a regimen will increase the risk for poor treatment outcomes, and the isolate will eventually exhibit 100% resistance to the drug. Drugs should be selected based on their efficacy and the likelihood that patients will be able to tolerate them without significant toxicity. Treatment response is monitored clinically (decrease in cough and systemic symptoms and increase in weight), radiographically, and bacteriologically (15–18). If sputum cultures remain positive after 3 months of treatment, or if there is bacteriological reversion from negative to positive at any time, DST should be repeated (11). Patients should be asked about the clinical response at each visit and weight recorded monthly. Monthly cultures help to identify early evidence of failure (19). Most persons have difficulty taking one or more of the drugs used to treat MDR-TB. Patients should be educated about adverse effects, and all adverse effects should be investigated and ameliorated. Some adverse effects are difficult to tolerate but do not put patients at risk for serious short- or long-term damage to organ systems and can be managed with symptom-specific ancillary medication and supportive care.
with vomiting is common and is not always an indication to discontinue therapy permanently. New-onset vomiting may indicate liver toxicity or, in children especially, increased intracranial pressure. If drug-induced liver toxicity (and increased intracranial pressure) is excluded, vomiting can be managed by changing dosing schedule, giving medications with a small snack (noting that this may affect plasma concentrations of the drug), or premedicating adult patients with an antiemetic (noting that some prolong the QT interval) before the dose. Patients may note fatigue or describe myalgia or arthralgia, but these symptoms are not typically treatment limiting. Although low-grade adverse effects can resolve gradually over time, recognizing the negative impact on patient’s quality of life, all adverse effects must be addressed diligently. The Curry International TB Center’s guides, Drug Resistant TB: Clinician’s Survival Guide and the Nursing Guide for Managing Side Effects to Drug-Resistant TB Treatment, in addition to the World Health Organization (WHO) companion handbook, are good resources to assist in evaluation and management of patients (15, 16, 18).

Infection Control and DR-TB

Three main strategies will reduce the transmission of DR-TB: rapid diagnosis, prompt appropriate treatment, and improved airborne infection control (11, 13, 20, 21). Rapid molecular DST and conventional phenotypic culture-based DST are almost universally available in the United States, Europe, and low-incidence, high-resource countries (22). Targeted active case finding combined with rapid diagnostics leading to effective therapy is a strategy endorsed by WHO (13, 23, 24).

Treatment delays have been associated with increased transmission. A systematic review and meta-analysis looking at patient-related risk factors for transmission of M. tuberculosis found that treatment initiation delays of 28 to 30 days were significantly associated with increased transmission to contacts (25). Effective therapy renders patients with TB, even those with DR-TB, rapidly noninfectious (24, 26). The rapid reduction in infectiousness even in the setting of MDR-TB makes outpatient therapy possible, but directly observed therapy (DOT) applied through patient-centered approaches plays an important role in this regard (11, 23). Infection control measures such as administrative and environmental controls, and personal protective equipment, listed in order of priority, are important for preventing the transmission of M. tuberculosis regardless of drug susceptibility. Every healthcare facility should have these measures in place per CDC guidelines (27). Furthermore, patients should be educated about the importance of infection control measures, such as the value of good ventilation, open windows, and the risks of exposure for children <5 years of age and immunocompromised individuals (21).

Case Management for DR-TB

Case management is a collaborative process that entails engaging with patients; comprehensively assessing, monitoring, and attending to patients’ physical, psychological, social, material, and informational needs; care planning; medication management; facilitating access to services; and functioning as patient advocate/agent (28–30). Commonly, case management is used in community and public health settings to coordinate services for patients with chronic and complex health conditions and to attain good, quality, cost-effective outcomes. The practice of case management has long been considered an important component of care for patients with TB (20, 31, 32), and a patient-centered (or family-centered in case of children) approach is preferred (7, 11, 33). Patient-centered case management helps patients understand their diagnosis and treatment and participate in treatment selection and promotes communication about factors that matter to the patient (33–35). Importantly, a patient-centered approach includes discussions with the patient to identify potential barriers to care and the selection of strategies and interventions to address and minimize these barriers (7, 11, 33, 35–37).

Case management tools for drug-resistant TB include a drug-o-gram, which organizes clinical details in a format that aligns test results with treatment, as well as laboratory, bacteriology, and other toxicity monitoring flow sheets. This format is a visible representation of pertinent clinical parameters being tracked (16, 38). A monitoring checklist or care plan can also help the case manager ensure timely drug toxicity monitoring and provision of examinations required to assess a patient’s response to treatment. Case management interventions that have demonstrated favorable outcomes include the provision of patient education and counseling related to diagnosis, treatment, and adherence, as well as the use of treatment adherence interventions alongside suitable patient-centered administration options. For example, home or community-based DOT is shown to be preferred and associated with greater likelihood of treatment success compared with health facility–based DOT or self-administered therapy (11, 39). Enhancing treatment completion through the use of patient-centered case management strategies, including DOT, also aims to reduce risk of acquisition of drug resistance, which aligns with international efforts in antibiotic stewardship (1). Recent WHO guidelines evaluated various adherence interventions and outcomes of TB treatment through a systematic review of clinical trials and observational studies, identifying data from 129 studies for quantitative analysis published through 2018 (39). Another meta-analysis of 22 randomized controlled trials of DOT and other interventions to improve adherence reported significant increases in cure with DOT (18%) and with patient education and counseling (16%). Compared with the complementary groups, loss to follow-up was 49% lower with DOT, 26% lower with financial incentives, and 13% lower with patient education and counseling. However, there was no significant reduction in mortality (40).

The use of video-enabled electronic devices to conduct DOT is expanding rapidly (41, 42). Electronic methods for DOT have the potential to improve TB treatment outcomes and extend public health support to patients with TB when face-to-face DOT is not feasible. Pilot studies have reported that patients find electronic methods for DOT to be both acceptable and more convenient than traditional in-person DOT. These studies also reported good adherence, fewer unobserved doses, and high satisfaction among study participants (43–46). Further evidence is needed to validate electronically observed therapy under more diverse conditions, with larger cross-sections of patient subgroups, including children, and to determine to what degree these methods impact treatment outcomes for patients with DR-TB (39, 47–49).
Treatment of MDR-TB, Number of Drugs, and Duration of Treatment Phases

Number of Drugs in the Regimen

**PICO Question 1**: Should patients with MDR-TB be prescribed five effective drugs versus more or fewer agents during the intensive and continuation phases of treatment?

**Recommendation 1a**: We suggest using at least five drugs in the intensive phase of treatment of MDR-TB (conditional recommendation, very low certainty of evidence).

**Recommendation 1b**: We suggest using at least four drugs in the continuation phase of treatment of MDR-TB (conditional recommendation, very low certainty of evidence).

Up until the recent 2019 WHO Consolidated Guidelines on Drug-Resistant Tuberculosis Treatment (7), WHO has recommended at least five drugs in the intensive phase of treatment, defined by the use of a second-line injectable agent (23). The recent WHO change to recommending at least four effective drugs at initiation of treatment is graded as a conditional recommendation with very low certainty in the estimates of effect (7). Of note, both our guideline committee and the 2019 WHO guidelines promote the use of newer or repurposed oral agents with greater efficacy and deemphasize the use of injectable agents (7). Given these changes and that an injectable drug is no longer obligatory, the intensive phase can no longer be defined by the inclusion of injectables. In this guideline, we define the intensive phase to be the initiation phase of treatment with at least five effective drugs. These recommendations do not apply to the WHO-endorsed shorter-course 9- to 12-month (Bangladesh) regimen, which combines seven drugs for 4 months or until sputum smear conversion, whichever is the longer period, followed by four drugs in the continuation phase (23).

**Summary of the evidence.** Procedures and methodology to assemble and rank the certainty in the evidence are reported in Appendix A, with evidence profiles for PICO questions reported in Appendix B. For the analysis of number of effective drugs, we counted drugs with published evidence from randomized trials of effectiveness (3). Hence, we counted ethambutol, pyrazinamide, all injectables and fluoroquinolones, ethionamide/prothionamide, cycloserine/terizidone, and p-aminosalicylic acid on the basis of DST showing susceptibility and counted clofazimine, linezolid, carbapenems, bedaquiline, and delamanid—if susceptible, or no DST for that drug. We did not count amoxicillin/clavulanate (in the absence of a carbapenem) and macrolides as effective drugs (see PICO Questions 4 and 15). The intensive phase was defined by the use of an injectable agent (other than imipenem–cilastatin or meropenem). Culture conversion was not an outcome measure. Instead, the analysis assessed the association of the number of possibly effective drugs included in the first 2 weeks of the intensive phase with the two final treatment outcomes: 1) “treatment success,” which includes both cure and treatment completed; and 2) mortality. For the intensive phase of treatment, final treatment outcomes were compared between those treated with five or more (n = 2,527) effective drugs and those treated with three or four effective drugs (n = 5,923).

**Benefits.** In our PS-matched IPDMA, using zero to two effective drugs as the reference value, treatment success was most likely with regimens for MDR-TB containing five effective drugs in the intensive phase (Table 3). Mortality was also significantly reduced for those taking five or six effective drugs.

The number of drugs used in the continuation phase was also evaluated (Table 4). In the continuation phase, four

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of Drugs</th>
<th>Success/Total (%)</th>
<th>Death/Total (%)</th>
<th>Propensity Score–matched Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>aOR (95% CI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of Patients</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0–2 drugs</td>
<td>1,097/1,236 (88.8)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1.0 (reference)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 drugs</td>
<td>1,257/1,407 (89.3)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1.7 (1.4 to 2.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 drugs</td>
<td>1,657/1,847 (89.7)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1.2 (1.4 to 2.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 drugs</td>
<td>926/986 (93.9)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>3.0 (2.3 to 3.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥6 drugs</td>
<td>523/568 (92.1)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2.3 (1.6 to 3.1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For the analysis of death vs. fail/relapse**: The number of drugs was also analyzed for death vs. fail/relapse (Table 6). The following drugs were counted as effective in the intensive phase: ethambutol, pyrazinamide, most injectables (other than carbapenems), and fluoroquinolones. The number of drugs used in the continuation phase was also evaluated. In the continuation phase, four effective drugs showed a significantly reduced risk of mortality (Table 7). The number of drugs used in the continuation phase was also evaluated (Table 4). In the continuation phase, four effective drugs showed a significantly reduced risk of mortality (Table 7).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of Drugs</th>
<th>Success/Total (%)</th>
<th>Death/Total (%)</th>
<th>Propensity Score–matched Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>aOR (95% CI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of Patients</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0–2 drugs</td>
<td>205/1,441 (14.2)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1.0 (reference)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 drugs</td>
<td>233/1,640 (14.2)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.9 (0.8 to 1.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 drugs</td>
<td>345/2,192 (15.7)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1.1 (0.9 to 1.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 drugs</td>
<td>104/1,090 (9.5)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.6 (0.5 to 0.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥6 drugs</td>
<td>54/622 (8.6)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.5 (0.4 to 0.7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3. Propensity Score–matched Analysis of the Number of Drugs in the Intensive Phase of Treatment and the aOR of Treatment Success versus Failure or Relapse**

**Definition of abbreviations**: aOR = adjusted odds ratio; CI = confidence interval.

*World Health Organization definitions: fail = treatment terminated or need for permanent regimen change of at least two antituberculosis drugs because of: lack of conversion by the end of the intensive phase, bacteriological relapse in the continuation phase after conversion to negative, evidence of additional acquired resistance to fluoroquinolones or second-line injectable drugs or adverse drug reactions.

Relapse was defined as a positive bacteriological culture in the 12 months after treatment completion.
Table 4. Propensity Score–matched Analysis of the Number of Drugs in the Continuation Phase of Treatment and the aOR of Treatment Success versus Failure or Relapse

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of Drugs</th>
<th>No. of Patients</th>
<th>Propensity Score–matched Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Success/Total (%)</td>
<td>Death/Total (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For the analysis of success vs. fail*/relapse†</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0–1 drug</td>
<td>1,017/1,144 (88.9)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 drugs</td>
<td>1,272/1,425 (89.2)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 drugs</td>
<td>1,623/1,810 (89.7)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 drugs</td>
<td>816/864 (94.4)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥5 drugs</td>
<td>346/383 (90.3)</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For the analysis of death vs. success/fail*/relapse†</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0–1 drug</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>187/1,331 (14.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 drugs</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>193/1,618 (11.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 drugs</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>307/2,117 (14.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 drugs</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>78/942 (8.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥5 drugs</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>37/420 (8.8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Definition of abbreviations: aOR = adjusted odds ratio; CI = confidence interval.

*World Health Organization definitions: fail = treatment terminated or need for permanent regimen change of at least two anti-tuberculosis drugs because of: lack of bacteriological cure at the end of the intensive phase, bacteriological relapse in the continuation phase after conversion to negative, evidence of additional acquired resistance to fluoroquinolones or second-line injectable drugs or adverse drug reactions.

†Relapse was reported as a positive bacteriological culture in the 12 months after treatment completion.

Drugs gave the greatest success (adjusted odds ratio [aOR], 2.3) and four or more drugs the greatest reduction in mortality.

Few significant differences were found in patients with pre–XDR-TB or XDR-TB. Subgroup analyses in pre–XDR-TB and XDR-TB did not suggest that a different number of effective drugs for the intensive and continuation phases was required to achieve good outcomes.

**Harms.** The recommendation places a higher value on reduced morbidity and greater treatment success than on the as yet unmeasured avoidance of the summative or synergistic toxicity across drugs in the treatment regimen.

**Additional considerations.** Each drug was counted as equivalent in effectiveness, representing the average effectiveness of the most widely used MDR-TB drugs, for the purpose of adjusting for the number of other effective drugs in the regimen. A regimen composition approach with suggested ranking of drugs is provided in the section Building a Treatment Regimen for MDR-TB. The smallest number of drugs to achieve sputum conversion and ensure a cure without relapse minimizes problems with drug–drug interactions, reduces adverse effects, and is cost effective. Injectable drugs are problematic in terms of route of administration, patient preference, significant adverse effects such as hearing loss or vertigo, and costs of administration and monitoring blood levels. On the basis of these limitations, combined with evidence of low efficacy for injectable agents, the use of injectables in defining the intensive phase of treatment is no longer appropriate. WHO has recategorized injectables to a lower grouping and recommended that the injectables only be used when oral medicines from higher categories cannot be used (7). The South African National Department of Health also has endorsed replacing the injectable agents in the shorter-course MDR-TB treatment regimen in adults and children >12 years of age with bedaquiline, on the basis of a retrospective observational study of improved mortality with adding bedaquiline (50). In conjunction, experts from the Sentinel Project on Pediatric Drug-Resistant Tuberculosis (http://sentinel-project.org) have also called for replacing the injectable drug in children <12 years of age with an alternative effective drug (51).

**Conclusions.** At least five drugs should be used in the intensive phase of treatment and four drugs in the continuation phase of treatment of MDR-TB (conditional recommendation, very low certainty of evidence). Drugs of poor or doubtful efficacy should not be added to a regimen purely to ensure that the recommended number of drugs is obtained.

**Research needs.** Randomized controlled trials with fewer but more effective and safer drugs should be undertaken (e.g., TB-PRACTECAL, [Pragmatic Clinical Trial for a More Effective Concise and Less Toxic MDR-TB Treatment Regimen] ClinicalTrials.gov identifier NCT02589782). Randomized trials comparing regimens with and without injectable agents are underway (e.g., STREAM-stage 2, NCT02409290; Evaluating Newly Approved Drugs for Multidrug-resistant TB: endTB, NCT02754765). The effect of duration of individual drugs in the intensive phase on culture conversion as well as treatment cure without relapse should be explored (52).

**Duration of Intensive and Continuation Phases in Treating MDR-TB**

Treatment of both drug-susceptible and MDR-TB has typically been divided across
two phases, with an initial “intensive” phase that contains more drugs than the subsequent “continuation” phase. For MDR-TB, this intensive phase has historically been characterized by the use of an aminoglycoside (amikacin or kanamycin) or a polypeptide (capreomycin) delivered parenterally (53). This approach has been intended to provide greater bactericidal activity during the time when the bacillary burden is highest and reducing the number of drugs in the continuation phase to reduce risk of toxicity and intolerability caused by the multidrug regimen at a phase when the microbial burden has diminished. The 6-month duration of bedaquiline treatment, in part, was developed by analogy, and clinical trials are underway to determine whether this drug may replace aminoglycosides in terms of an initial intensive phase of treatment. The duration of the intensive phase has never been examined through a randomized, controlled clinical trial. Rather, it has been defined by a combination of practicality, the clinical experiences of MDR-TB experts, and, most recently, an IPDMA that resulted in the WHO practice guideline recommendations of 2011 that an intensive phase of at least 8 months’ duration be used (54). This represented a departure from the prior recommendations in 2008 that the injectable agent should be continued for at least 6 months and at least 4 months after the patient first becomes and remains smear or culture negative (55). This is similar to current expert guidance provided by the Curry International TB Center Drug Resistant TB: Clinician’s Survival Guide, namely ”Intensive phase: recommend at least 6 months beyond culture conversion for the use of injectable agent” (16). The PS-matched IPDMA completed as part of the present guideline development process includes cohorts that were treated according to this range of durations of the intensive phase and represents the available evidence base for our recommendation. Our analyses and recommendations for the duration of intensive and continuation phases of therapy are anchored to the timing of culture conversion, as this approach factors in that treatment response may vary by patient, resistance patterns, and regimen composition and potency, among other factors.

Summary of the evidence. Procedures and methodology to assemble and rank the certainty in the evidence are reported in Appendix A, with evidence profiles for PICO questions reported in Appendix B. The association between treatment duration of the intensive phase (defined by the use of an injectable agent) after culture conversion and outcomes (success, failure, relapse) was examined among 4,122 (49.3%) subjects from 29 studies who had sufficient information to be included in this analysis (3). This total reflected exclusion of studies without a reported intensive-phase duration (n = 942 [11.3%] patients) or time to culture conversion (n = 1,880 [22.5%] patients), as well as 955 (11.4%) patients in the included studies but for whom intensive-phase duration or time to conversion was not known. Patients taking the 9- to 12-month standardized shorter-course regimen were excluded (see PICO Question 18). An additional 464 (5.0%) patients were excluded for conversion after the end of the intensive phase or after 14.3 months, or for an intensive phase exceeding 24.3 months. Among the 4,122 patients included, 3,303 (80.1%) had MDR-TB, 397 (9.9%) had pre-XDR (aOR, 1.5; 95% CI, 0.6–3.7) and pre-XDR (aOR, 1.5; 95% CI, 0.6–3.7) subgroups.

Harms
Detailed data on duration-related toxicities were not available through our PS-matched IPDMA. On the basis of the clinical observations and experiences of the MDR-TB experts on the guideline committee, the intensive phase should not be prolonged beyond that considered necessary to optimize treatment outcomes.

Additional considerations. No information is available in the datasets on

Table 5. Distribution of 4,122 Patients by Duration of Intensive Phase after Culture Conversion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interval from Culture Conversion to End of Intensive Phase (Mean) (mo)</th>
<th>No. of Patients (%)</th>
<th>Mean Time to Conversion (mo)</th>
<th>Mean Total Intensive Phase Duration (mo)</th>
<th>Mean Total Treatment Duration (mo)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0–1.0 (0.6)</td>
<td>251 (6.1)</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.01–3.0 (2.3)</td>
<td>695 (16.9)</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>20.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.01–5.0 (4.2)</td>
<td>917 (22.2)</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.01–7.0 (5.9)</td>
<td>1,179 (28.6)</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>20.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.01–15.0 (10.5)</td>
<td>1,080 (26.2)</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>22.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Conclusions. We suggest an intensive-phase treatment of between 5 and 7 months after culture conversion in patients with MDR-TB (conditional recommendation, very low certainty in the evidence). The clinical context, extent of disease, and response to treatment, among other factors, will play a role in choosing a final duration from within the recommended range. There were limited data in pre-XDR-TB and XDR-TB. Subgroup analyses in pre-XDR and XDR-TB did not suggest that a different duration for the intensive phase would be required to achieve good outcomes. This intensive-phase duration recommendation does not apply to the 9- to 12-month shorter-course regimen addressed in PICO 18.

Research needs. Further research is urgently needed to define the optimal durations of treatment using newer drugs and all-oral regimens. Research in defining optimal duration that prevents death or loss to follow-up is also needed. In the short term, further research on datasets that include longitudinal observations that can inform choice of regimen duration would be important to reducing the uncertainty around the present recommendations. In the long term, randomized controlled trials evaluating various intensive phases and durations are needed. Research on stratified medicine approaches that use measures of burden of disease and consider subgroups in the selection of the optimal duration may allow for greater precision and better inform decision-making around the balance of benefits and harms of durations for individual patients (57).

Summary of the evidence. Procedures and methodology to assemble and rank the certainty in the evidence are reported in Appendix A, with evidence profiles for PICO questions reported in Appendix B. The association between total duration of treatment after culture conversion and outcomes (success, failure, relapse) was performed on 4,691 observations from 32 studies (3). We excluded 18 studies (n = 2,615) that did not report time to culture conversion and 798 patients from included studies because endpoints were missing. Last, 259 patients were excluded for outlier values in total duration or culture conversion; patients whose outcome was loss to follow-up or death were excluded. Among the 4,691 included, 3,034 had MDR-TB. The remainder had pre-XDR or XDR-TB. To reflect meaningful variations in the duration of treatment after conversion, stratified analyses were conducted: Time to conversion was inversely related to duration of treatment after conversion (Table 7).

Benefits. Among all resistance groups, durations of 15.01 to 21 months after conversion outperformed the reference (12.01–15 mo); intervals of 15.01 to 18 (aOR, 2.1; 95% CI, 1.4–3.1), 18.01 to 21 (aOR, 0.9; 95% CI, 1.1–2.3), and 21.01 to 24 (aOR, 1.2; 95% CI, 0.8–1.8) months were indistinguishable from each other (Table 8). In the MDR-only subgroup, the duration of 15.01 to 18.0 months was associated with similar to slightly improved outcomes compared with reference (aOR, 1.8; 95% CI, 1.0–3.0) (data not shown). Results for the pre-XDR-TB subgroup supported the notion that longer intervals were associated with success; effects were statistically significant, with confidence intervals that were wide and overlapping across durations of 15.01 to 24 months (data not shown).

Table 6. Adjusted Estimates of Treatment Success by Duration of Intensive Phase after Culture Conversion, All Forms of Multidrug-Resistant Tuberculosis (N = 4,122)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intervals from Sputum Culture Conversion to End of Intensive-Phase Treatment (mo)</th>
<th>No. of Patients</th>
<th>Propensity Score–matched Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Treatment Success</td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0–1.0</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.01–2.0</td>
<td>668</td>
<td>695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.01–5.0</td>
<td>878</td>
<td>917</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.01–7.0</td>
<td>1,158</td>
<td>1,179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.01–15.0</td>
<td>1,025</td>
<td>1,080</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Definition of abbreviations: aOR = adjusted odds ratio; CI = confidence interval.
Table 7. Distribution of Patients with Multidrug Resistance by Duration of Treatment from Sputum Culture Conversion to End of Treatment (N = 4,691)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intervals from Sputum Culture Conversion to End of Treatment (mo)</th>
<th>No. of Patients</th>
<th>Mean Duration of Intensive Phase (mo)</th>
<th>Mean Duration to Sputum Culture Conversion (mo)</th>
<th>Mean Interval from Sputum Culture Conversion to End of Treatment (mo)</th>
<th>Total Duration of Treatment (mo)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1–12.0</td>
<td>396</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>15.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.01–15.0</td>
<td>593</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>17.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.01–18.0</td>
<td>1,235</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>19.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.01–21.0</td>
<td>1,158</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>21.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.01–24.0</td>
<td>893</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>24.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.01–69</td>
<td>416</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td>28.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Harms.** Extending treatment longer than necessary can engender additional toxicity and costs to patients and health systems. For this reason, recommendations are for the minimum duration found to have a significant treatment advantage, and different recommendations are made for the MDR only and XDR/pre-XDR subgroups.

**Additional considerations.** No information on how duration was selected is available from the data. Duration selection may reflect interim response to treatment or may reflect a planned duration that is not conditioned on treatment response; the latter is suggested by the observation that duration was inversely related to time to conversion except in the longest interval. Analyses were adjusted for all possible baseline confounders, relying on PS matching, to minimize the bias introduced. Nevertheless, the possibility of unmeasured confounding by indication, in particular by time-varying characteristics, cannot be ruled out. Such confounding by indication would likely result in an underestimate of the benefit of a longer treatment duration after conversion. No significant difference in outcomes was observed across durations for the XDR-TB subgroup, likely because of small numbers and the aforementioned potential bias.

**Conclusions.** We suggest a total treatment duration of at least 15 and up to 21 months after culture conversion for patients with MDR-TB only. In patients with pre-XDR-TB and XDR-TB, we suggest a total treatment duration of between 15 and 24 months after culture conversion (conditional recommendations, very low certainty in the evidence). The clinical context and extent of disease will be relevant for choosing a final duration from within the recommended range.

**Research needs.** The optimal total duration of regimens composed of only oral drugs urgently needs further research. Defining optimal total durations that prevent death or loss to follow-up also needs study. In the short term, further research on datasets that include longitudinal observations that can inform choice of regimen duration would be very important to reducing the uncertainty around the present recommendation. In the long term, randomized controlled trials comparing different intensive phases and durations are needed. As with the duration of the intensive phase, research is needed in stratified medicine approaches that consider measures of burden of disease, and subgroups in the selection of the optimal total duration will allow for greater precision in selecting and individualizing regimen duration (57).

**Drugs and Drug Classes**

These guidelines are intended for settings in which treatment is individualized based on DST results and clinical and epidemiological factors. Individualized treatment regimens should only include drugs to which the patient’s isolate has documented or high likelihood of susceptibility. Treatment regimens should favor medications that are associated with improved outcomes, as identified in our PS-matched IPDMA, that limit toxicity and that incorporate patient preferences. The following alphabetically listed drugs and drug classes were considered for inclusion in treatment regimens: amoxicillin/clavulanate, bedaquiline, carbapenem with clavulanic acid, clofazimine, cycloserine, delamanid, ethambutol, ethionamide, fluoroquinolones, injectable agents, linezolid, macrolides, p-aminoosalicylic acid, and pyrazinamide.

For each drug or drug class, the following PICO was addressed: In patients with MDR-TB, are outcomes safely improved when regimens include the following individual drugs or drug classes compared with regimens that do not include them?

**PICO Question 4—Amoxicillin/Clavulanate:** In patients with MDR-TB, are outcomes safely improved when regimens include amoxicillin/clavulanate compared with regimens that do not include amoxicillin/clavulanate?

**Recommendation 4:** We recommend NOT including amoxicillin–clavulanate in a treatment regimen for patients with MDR-TB, with the exception of when the patient is receiving a carbapenem, wherein the inclusion of clavulanate is necessary (strong recommendation, very low certainty in the evidence). Our recommendation against the use of amoxicillin–clavulanate (except to provide clavulanate when using a carbapenem) in MDR-TB treatment is strong despite the evidence being judged to be of very low certainty because we viewed the increased mortality and decreased likelihood of treatment success associated with the use of this drug as having a notably unfavorable balance of benefits to potential harms.

Amoxicillin–clavulanate, consisting of the β-lactam antibiotic amoxicillin and the β-lactamase inhibitor potassium clavulanate, is considered safe and effective for numerous bacterial infections. Although M. tuberculosis has an impenetrable cell wall and produces a β-lactamase inhibitor (58), amoxicillin–clavulanate has been used to treat TB. It is viewed as a “salvage” agent when few other...
TB drug options remain available because of either drug resistance or intolerance. The data for use of amoxicillin–clavulanate in TB are limited and show mixed results (59–62). In addition, because it is the only source of clavulanate, amoxicillin–clavulanate has been used along with carbapenems. Synergy between meropenem and amoxicillin–clavulanate in XDR TB has been noted (63, 64), and the combination has been reported to be efficacious, safe, and tolerable when added to linezolid and other drugs (65–69). See PICO Question 6 for the evaluation of carbapenems with amoxicillin–clavulanate.

Summary of the evidence. Procedures and methodology to assemble and the certainty in the evidence are reported in Appendix A, with evidence profiles for PICO questions reported in Appendix B. Our PS-matched IPDMA showed that patients who received amoxicillin–clavulanate were more likely to have been treated with second-line drugs and to be resistant to fluoroquinolones or any second-line injectable (3). They were more likely to have received a later-generation fluoroquinolone (72%), capreomycin (58%), linezolid (25%), and bedaquiline (8%). In adjusted analyses, patients who received amoxicillin–clavulanate were less likely to have treatment success (aOR, 0.6; 95% CI, 0.5–0.8) and more likely to die (aOR, 1.7; 95% CI, 1.3–2.1) compared with patients who did not receive amoxicillin–clavulanate.

**Benefits.** The addition of amoxicillin–clavulanate (without coadministration with carbapenems) to a regimen for MDR-TB does not appear to provide benefit.

**Harms.** Patients who received amoxicillin–clavulanate were less likely to have treatment success and more likely to die than patients who did not receive amoxicillin–clavulanate. Data on adverse effects were not collected systematically across studies in our PS-matched IPDMA or in most trials. A published systematic review identified diarrhea and candidiasis as key adverse effects associated with amoxicillin–clavulanic acid use (70).

**Additional considerations.** Clavulanic acid is only available as a coformulation with amoxicillin. Therefore, amoxicillin–clavulanate must be given whenever carbapenems are included in an MDR-TB regimen (see PICO Question 6 on carbapenems with clavulanate).

**PICO Question 5—Bedaquiline:** In patients with MDR-TB, are outcomes safely improved when regimens include bedaquiline compared with regimens that do not include bedaquiline?

**Recommendation 5:** We recommend including bedaquiline in a regimen for the treatment of patients with MDR-TB (strong recommendation, very low certainty in the evidence). Our recommendation for the use of bedaquiline is strong despite very low certainty in the evidence because we viewed the significant reduction in mortality, improved treatment success, and relatively few adverse effects associated with MDR-TB treatment including bedaquiline (compared with no bedaquiline) as having a particularly favorable balance of benefits over harms.

**Conclusions.** Patients who received amoxicillin–clavulanate were less likely to achieve treatment success and more likely to die than patients who did not receive amoxicillin–clavulanate. These data suggest amoxicillin–clavulanate should not be used in MDR-TB treatment, except to provide clavulanate when using a carbapenem (see PICO Question 6 on carbapenems with clavulanate). Our recommendation against the use of amoxicillin–clavulanate (except to provide clavulanate when using a carbapenem) in MDR-TB treatment is strong despite the evidence being judged to be of very low certainty because we viewed the increased mortality and decreased likelihood of treatment success associated with the use of this drug as having a notably unfavorable balance of benefits to potential harms.

**Research needs.** The development of a clavulanic acid formulation without amoxicillin, for use in combination with carbapenems, would be helpful and would avoid unnecessary toxicities from amoxicillin as well as adhere to international efforts in promoting antimicrobial stewardship (1).

**Bedaquiline**

Bedaquiline, a diarylquinoline, approved by FDA in 2013, is the first drug with a novel mechanism of action against *M. tuberculosis* to have been approved by FDA in >40 years (71, 72). Bedaquiline is bactericidal to nonreplicating and actively replicating mycobacteria, through ATP synthase inhibition, and has bactericidal and sterilizing activity in the murine model of TB infection (73). No cross-resistance has been found between bedaquiline and the following: isoniazid, rifampin, ethambutol, pyrazinamide, streptomycin, amikacin, or moxifloxacin. There have been a few reports of cross-resistance with clofazimine.
Bedaquiline is customarily used as part of combination therapy (minimum four-drug therapy) for adults aged ≥18 years with a diagnosis of pulmonary MDR-TB when an effective treatment regimen cannot otherwise be provided (e.g., mycobacterial isolates show a complicated drug resistance pattern, drug intolerance, or drug–drug interactions) (76). The recommended dose of bedaquiline for the treatment of pulmonary MDR-TB in adults is 400 mg administered orally once daily for 2 weeks, followed by 200 mg administered orally three times weekly, for an entire treatment duration of 24 weeks (72, 76–78). Bedaquiline has recently been identified as the key drug in assembling an all-oral, injectable-free drug regimen in South Africa (79).

**Summary of the evidence.** Procedures and methodology to assemble and rank the certainty in the evidence are reported in APPENDIX A, with evidence profiles for PICO questions reported in APPENDIX B. Our PS-matched IPDMA included 411 patients who received bedaquiline-containing regimens, for whom it was assumed that there was no bedaquiline resistance, and 10,932 patients who did not receive bedaquiline (3). Patients who received bedaquiline-containing regimens were more likely to have cavitary disease (82% vs. 62%), to have been treated with second-line drugs (34% vs. 14%), to be infected with an organism resistant to fluoroquinolones (57% vs. 21%) or to any second-line injectable (58% vs. 23%), and to have XDR-TB (29% vs. 13%). They were also more likely to have received a second-generation fluoroquinolone (69% vs. 54%), linezolid (64% vs. 4%), or clofazimine (48% vs. 4%). Treatment success (cure and completion) was slightly greater (70% vs. 60%; P = 0.001) with bedaquiline, whereas failure/relapse (6% vs. 9%), death (10% vs. 15%), and loss to follow-up (14% vs. 16%) were less frequent in PS-adjusted analyses.

**Benefits.** Our PS-matched IPDMA showed that patients treated with bedaquiline-containing regimens were more likely to have treatment success (aOR, 2.0; 95% CI, 1.4–2.9), less likely to experience failure/relapse, and less likely to die (aOR, 0.4; 95% CI, 0.3–0.5; absolute risk reduction, 7.2%). Results were similar when only patients from high-income countries treated with bedaquiline-containing regimens were included and when comparing only patients with XDR-TB who were and were not treated with bedaquiline. A recent large program-based observational multinational study confirmed a high treatment success rate (76.9%) with bedaquiline-containing regimens, with a low proportion (5.8%) of interruptions owing to adverse events (80). In our IPDMA, using PS-matched pairs comparing the effects of bedaquiline to those of clofazimine, statistically significant differences for success versus failure/relapse favoring bedaquiline use were observed (aOR, 2.1; 95% CI, 1.1–4.1) (using >170 PS-matched pairs), but statistically significant findings were not observed in mortality or when restricting analyses to high-income countries. PS-matched pairs analyses comparing the effects of various combinations of drugs used with bedaquiline all noted improved outcomes. When comparisons of effects of bedaquiline and linezolid with those of no bedaquiline or linezolid were performed, combination of bedaquiline and linezolid was associated with an aOR of 2.7 (95% CI, 1.5–4.9) for success versus failure/relapse and with an aOR of 0.3 (95% CI, 0.2–0.4) for death versus success/failure/relapse. Similarly, when PS-matched pair analyses comparing the effects of bedaquiline and clofazimine to those of no bedaquiline or clofazimine were performed, combination of bedaquiline and clofazimine was associated with an aOR of 5.0 (95% CI, 2.4–10.6) for success versus failure/relapse, and with an aOR of 0.3 (95% CI, 0.2–0.5) for death versus success/failure/relapse. Of note, patients to whom bedaquiline was administered tended to have more cavitary disease or to have pre-XDR or XDR-TB. Prescription of bedaquiline was associated with greater success and less death than clofazimine, but the greatest success and least mortality was found when bedaquiline was administered together with linezolid or clofazimine.

Finally, a recent retrospective routine-care observational study in South Africa showed that a bedaquiline-containing regimen was associated with significantly lower mortality (128 [12.6%] deaths among 1,016 patients receiving bedaquiline compared with 4,612 deaths [24.8%] among 18,601 patients on the standard regimen). Bedaquiline was associated with a reduction in the risk of all-cause mortality for patients with MDR- or RR-TB (hazard ratio [HR], 0.35; 95% CI, 0.28–0.46) and XDR-TB (HR, 0.26; 95% CI, 0.18–0.38) compared with standard regimens (50).

**Harms.** In a review of cases treated with bedaquiline, only 44 of 1,266 (3.5%) cases with information available discontinued bedaquiline because of adverse events. Only 8 of 875 (0.9%) discontinued bedaquiline because of QT interval prolongation (two restarted the drug after resolution of the acute episode without further problems) (81).

**Additional considerations.** When bedaquiline is included in the regimen, most experts obtain ECGs after the initial 2 weeks of therapy and then at monthly intervals to monitor for QT interval prolongation. Serum electrolytes, including calcium, magnesium, and potassium, are also monitored.

The 2013 CDC guidelines on the use of bedaquiline note that there is insufficient evidence to provide guidance on the use of bedaquiline in children but that its use can be considered on a case-by-case basis given the high mortality and limited treatment options for MDR-TB (71). More recently, adolescents >10 years old and weight >34 kg have been safely treated off-label with the recommended adult dose of bedaquiline (82). The Sentinel Project on Pediatric Drug-Resistant Tuberculosis has recommended that children ≥12 years of age and ≥31 kg body weight receive bedaquiline at the same dose as adults, and children ≥6 years with 16 to 30 kg body weight could receive half the adult bedaquiline dose for the same indications (7, 17, 83).

**Conclusions.** In our PS-matched IPDMA, bedaquiline-containing regimens were more likely to achieve treatment success and to have a lower rate of death than those that did not include bedaquiline. Bedaquiline should be included in a regimen to achieve a total of five effective drugs for the treatment of patients with MDR-TB. Our recommendation for the use of bedaquiline is strong despite very low certainty in the evidence because we viewed the significant reduction in mortality, improved treatment success, and relatively few adverse effects associated with MDR-TB treatment including bedaquiline (compared with no bedaquiline) as having a particularly favorable balance of benefits over harms.

**Research needs.** Further research is needed to elucidate the potential synergy of bedaquiline with other agents. Studies underway are evaluating the use of bedaquiline together with linezolid, clofazimine, or nitroimidazoles.
Carbapenems with Clavulanic Acid

The combination of carbapenems and clavulanate, a β-lactamase inhibitor, has been shown to have in vitro bactericidal activity (65, 85, 86). As clavulanate is not available by itself, the combination drug amoxicillin–clavulanate must be given with the carbapenems. Carbapenems have been used primarily for MDR and XDR TB, and a recent systematic review found that carbapenems are safe and likely to be effective (65). Carbapenem drugs have been recently included in WHO guidelines for the treatment of DR-TB (23).

Summary of the evidence. Procedures and methodology to assemble and rank the certainty in the evidence are reported in Appendix A, with evidence profiles for PICO questions reported in Appendix B. Our PS-matched IPDMA compared death, treatment success, and culture conversion among 169 individuals who received carbapenems to 9,535 individuals from centers that did not use any of the drugs previously classified by WHO as “Group 5” drugs (3). In addition, we considered adverse events reported in a recent review (65), IPDMA, and systematic review that summarize the available evidence on carbapenems from five primary studies (all observational studies) (23, 65–67, 87–92). The reviewed evidence showed that there was concomitant use of linezolid and bedaquiline in large proportions of the patient population receiving carbapenems, suggestive of confounding, which was considered in the review of the efficacy results.

Benefits. In our PS-matched IPDMA, inclusion of carbapenems in the treatment regimen had no effect on the risk of death (aOR, 1.0; 95% CI, 0.5–1.7) or culture conversion (aOR, 2.3; 95% CI, 0.8–6.9). However, treatment success was more likely among patients treated with regimens including a carbapenem compared with those treated with regimens not including a carbapenem (aOR, 4.0; 95% CI, 1.7–9.1).

Harms. In our meta-analysis, the rate of treatment discontinuation due to an adverse event was lower among patients treated with regimens including a carbapenem than those treated with regimens not including a carbapenem, although this difference was not statistically significant (relative risk, 0.82; 95% CI, 0.23–2.94). In the published literature, treatment discontinuation due to adverse events has been reported in 0 to 3% of patients, with minor adverse events occurring in 5% to 6% of patients (65).

Additional considerations. Of note, clavulanic acid is only available as a coformulation with amoxicillin. Therefore, amoxicillin–clavulanate must be given to achieve a dose of 125 mg of the clavulanate with each dose of carbapenem daily, whenever carbapenems are included in an MDR-TB regimen. DST is currently not available for carbapenems. When used, imipenem–cilastatin/clavulanate or meropenem/clavulanate have been administered intravenously in a hospital setting, with multiple injections required daily (67). There is no clear evidence of whether imipenem–cilastatin or meropenem is more efficacious (66). Ertapenem belongs to the same family (65, 93); because of its longer half-life and the possibility to administer it once a day intramuscularly or intravenously, ertapenem may be useful when a patient treated with meropenem or imipenem–cilastatin intravenously during hospitalization is discharged and needs to continue carbapenem-based treatment outpatient (92). Long-term intravenous administration requires long-term venous access through an indwelling catheter, which carries risks of infection, thrombosis, and thromboembolism. Data on the use of a carbapenem combined with amoxicillin–clavulanate in children are lacking—only two adolescents are included in one review (65). However, efficacy has been shown in adults, and both carbapenems and amoxicillin–clavulanate have been used safely in children for other purposes (although there are no long-term treatment safety data in young children); therefore, this combination could be used in children with MDR-TB where there is no other option to build an effective regimen.

Conclusions. In our PS-matched IPDMA, inclusion of carbapenems with clavulanic acid was associated with an increase in treatment success when compared with the control group not receiving carbapenems with clavulanic acid. Carbapenems with clavulanic acid can be included in a regimen to achieve a total of five effective drugs for the treatment of patients with MDR-TB.

Research needs. Randomized, controlled clinical trials that confirm the role of carbapenems used for different durations of time within different regimens are needed. A comparative evaluation of the safety, tolerability, and efficacy of the different agents is also necessary. Because of the high cost of these drugs, economic analyses will also be useful (65). The development of oral formulations of carbapenems is underway, which, if proven safe and effective, would enhance feasibility of using these agents significantly. Additional advances in rapid DST for carbapenems would enhance potential scale-up of use for this class of drugs.

PICO Question 6—Carbapenems with clavulanic acid: In patients with MDR-TB, are outcomes safely improved when regimens include carbapenems with clavulanic acid compared with regimens that do not include them?

Recommendation 6: We suggest including a carbapenem (always to be used with amoxicillin–clavulanic acid) in a regimen for treatment of patients with MDR-TB (conditional recommendation, very low certainty in the evidence).

PICO Question 7—Clofazimine: In patients with MDR-TB, are outcomes safely improved when regimens include clofazimine compared with regimens that do not include clofazimine?

Recommendation 7: We suggest including clofazimine in a regimen for treatment of patients with MDR-TB (conditional recommendation, very low certainty in the evidence).
Clofazimine

Clofazimine, a fat-soluble riminophenazine dye, has shown in vitro and in vivo activity as a sterilizing drug to treat MDR-TB (94–96). Clofazimine has been used as a leprosy drug and was first developed in the 1950s because of in vitro and in vivo activity against M. tuberculosis (94, 95, 97). Although the exact mechanism of action is not known, it is a prodrug that appears to have both antimycobacterial and antiinflammatory properties (98). The published clinical evidence on the safety and efficacy of clofazimine for treatment of TB is modest (99). However, interest in the drug has increased since WHO endorsed the new shorter-course regimen (23, 100), which includes clofazimine (101–108).

Summary of the evidence. Procedures and methodology to assemble and rank the certainty in the evidence are reported in Appendix A, with evidence profiles for PICO questions reported in Appendix B. Our PS-matched IPDMA compared death, treatment success, and culture conversion among 639 individuals who received clofazimine to 7,398 individuals from centers that did not use any of the drugs previously classified by WHO as “Group 5” drugs (3). In addition, we considered adverse events reported in a published systematic review of nine observational studies (six MDR-TB and three XDR-TB) including 599 patients treated with clofazimine (427 from a single cohort study from Bangladesh) (95) and two studies published after the systematic review. They include a trial at six specialty hospitals in China that randomized 105 patients to 21 months of treatment with an optimized background regimen with or without clofazimine (100 mg/d) (94) and a retrospective cohort study from Brazil that compared outcomes in patients with MDR-TB treated with clofazimine (100 mg/d)-containing regimens versus pyrazinamide-containing regimens (109).

Benefits. Our PS-matched IPDMA showed that treatment success was more likely with regimens containing clofazimine compared with regimens that did not (aOR, 1.5; 95% CI, 1.1–2.1). Addition of clofazimine was associated with an aOR of 0.8 (95% CI, 0.6–1.0) for the outcome of death and with an aOR of 1.1 (95% CI, 0.6–1.8) for culture conversion within 6 months. As noted in PICO Question 5 on bedaquiline, when PS-matched pair analyses were performed comparing the effects of bedaquiline and clofazimine to those of no bedaquiline or clofazimine, the combination of bedaquiline and clofazimine was associated with an aOR of 5.0 (95% CI, 2.4–10.6) for success versus failure/relapse and with an aOR of 0.3 (95% CI, 0.2–0.5) for death versus success/failure/relapse.

Harms. In our PS-matched IPDMA, 2 of 81 (2.5%) patients treated with regimens including clofazimine had treatment discontinued because of adverse events. Brownish skin pigmentation has been observed in 75% to 100%, ichthyosis in 8% to 20%, gastrointestinal intolerance in 40% to 50%, and neurological disturbances in up to 13% of patients (94, 95, 109). Clofazimine was judged to have small to moderate desirable effects (on treatment success, mortality, and culture conversions) and small undesired effects (low risk of serious adverse events requiring treatment discontinuation). However, there is important uncertainty about how patients value skin discoloration. Some patients perceive skin discoloration as significant, which may become a key factor in the acceptability of this drug in some settings. Recent publications have noted the potential QT interval–prolonging effects of clofazimine when used in combination with bedaquiline and delamanid (110–112).

Additional considerations. Access is a limitation to expanded use of clofazimine for treatment of MDR-TB, especially in the United States and Europe, where clofazimine lacks a TB indication. In the United States, clofazimine is currently only available under an investigational new drug protocol administered by FDA, which can be a burdensome procedure. Significant improvements in the mechanisms for accessing clofazimine are necessary for more expanded use of this drug. Quality-assured clofazimine is available through the Global Drug Facility, although currently in limited quantities. Although our PS-matched IPDMA had limited pediatric data, the efficacy in children is believed by experts to be the same as in adults. A recent IPDMA in children with MDR-TB did not show a benefit using clofazimine, which might be related to selection of cases and very small numbers (23 of 641) receiving clofazimine (113). Moreover, children are included in the WHO shorter-course regimen for MDR-TB treatment, which includes clofazimine, albeit on the basis of limited data. Dosing clofazimine in children is challenging because of the lack of child-friendly formulations and lack of pharmacokinetic data. The currently recommended dose for clofazimine in children varies from 2 to 5 mg/kg daily. Skin discoloration is common; some improve during treatment and others resolve rapidly after discontinuation of treatment. Ichthyosis is less common and improves with intensive efforts at applying lubricants during treatment. As noted, QT interval prolongation may occur and is especially important to monitor by ECG if given together with other QT interval–prolonging medication (68, 83, 110–112, 114, 115). Clofazimine may have cross-resistance with bedaquiline, which may need to be considered when building a regimen for MDR-TB (75).

Conclusions. In our PS-matched IPDMA, inclusion of clofazimine was associated with increase in treatment success when compared with the control group not receiving clofazimine. Clofazimine can be included in a regimen to achieve a total of five effective drugs for the treatment of patients with MDR-TB.

Research needs. The value of using loading doses and the optimal dosing for clofazimine requires additional research. Pharmacokinetic data in adults and children are needed.

Cycloserine

Cycloserine is an oral bacteriostatic drug that has been part of the backbone regimen for MDR-TB treatment in the past. Cycloserine is a broad-spectrum antibiotic that inhibits cell wall synthesis (116, 117). Terizidone is a structural analog that is a combination of two cycloserine molecules; it appears to be used interchangeably by experts, although it is currently not available in the United States (118). Although some advantages of cycloserine include the absence of cross-resistance to other drugs and reasonable gastrointestinal tolerability, a significant drawback relates to psychological side effects, which occasionally necessitate discontinuation of the drug (16).

Summary of the evidence. Previous studies showed an increase of the likelihood of treatment success when cycloserine was included in the MDR-TB regimen (marginally statistically significant) (96). Procedures and methodology to assemble and rank the certainty in the evidence are reported in Appendix A, with evidence profiles for PICO questions reported in Appendix B.

Benefits. Our PS-matched IPDMA showed that inclusion of cycloserine was associated with an increase in treatment success (aOR, 1.5; 95% CI, 1.4–1.7) and a decrease in
PICO Question 8—Cycloserine: In patients with MDR-TB, are outcomes safely improved when regimens include cycloserine compared with regimens that do not include cycloserine?

Recommendation 8: We suggest including cycloserine in a regimen for treatment of patients with MDR-TB (conditional recommendation, very low certainty in the evidence).

...mortality (aOR, 0.6; 95% CI, 0.5–0.6) when compared with the control group. A published IPDMA of children with successful treatment of MDR-TB showed that cycloserine as a single drug had an aOR of 1.7 (95% CI, 0.9–3.0; 641 children with MDR-TB, of whom 356 [56%] received cycloserine/terizidone) (113). Limited pharmacokinetic data are available on cycloserine (or terizidone) in children, but a recent study of 25 children (only 5 to <12 yr of age) receiving a median of 14.3 mg/kg (range, 10.0–18.0 mg/kg) showed that the maximum concentration of the drug achieved in the plasma after dose administration was similar to the adult target maximum concentration of 20 to 35 mg/L (119). The recommended dose for children of 10 to 20 mg/kg/d seems adequate. An advantage of cycloserine in children, as in adults, with miliary and/or central nervous system (CNS) TB is that it penetrates the CNS well. Cycloserine may interfere with the pharmacokinetics and absorption of isoniazid and ethionamide/prothionamide; therefore, it may be advisable to give it separately from these drugs if used together in the same regimen (117).

Harms. Cycloserine has CNS adverse effects, which are reported to occur in about 20% to 30% of adults (120). A meta-analysis of published articles identified adverse events in 201 of 2,164 patients across all studies (118). An average weighted proportion of patients receiving cycloserine who discontinued treatment owing to adverse effect pooled across the studies was 9.1% (95% CI, 6.4–11.7%). An average weighted proportion of patients with psychiatric adverse effects was 5.7% (95% CI, 3.7–7.6%) (118). Limited data exist on cycloserine adverse effects in children. In older pediatric studies, no adverse effects were reported with the use of cycloserine (121–123). In a systematic review of outcomes of MDR-TB in children, 6 of 182 (3.3%) children had adverse effects attributed to cycloserine, which included depression, anxiety, hallucinations, transitory psychosis, and blurred vision (124).

Additional considerations. Lower-than-recommended serum cycloserine concentrations and delayed absorption have been reported (125). Some experts obtain peak concentrations within the first 1 to 2 weeks of therapy and continue to monitor serially. Because of specific technical challenges related to cycloserine DST, poor accuracy of testing in liquid media, and poor intrinsic reproducibility of results, few laboratories perform DST for cycloserine (16).

Conclusions. In our PS-matched IPDMA, inclusion of cycloserine was associated with a decrease in mortality and increase in treatment success when compared with the control group not receiving cycloserine. Cycloserine can be included in a regimen to achieve a total of five effective drugs for the treatment of patients with MDR-TB.

Research needs. Studies are needed to determine the effect of cycloserine on the absorption of isoniazid and ethionamide.

Delamanid

Delamanid is a nitro-dihydro-imidazooxazole derivative, which was approved for the treatment of MDR-TB by the European Medicines Agency in 2013 but has not yet received FDA approval. In 2014, WHO issued interim policy guidance on the use of delamanid for the treatment of MDR-TB on the basis of phase 2b clinical trial data. The interim policy guidance stated that “delamanid may be added to an MDR-TB regimen in adult patients with pulmonary TB conditional upon: i) careful selection of patients likely to benefit; ii) patient informed consent; iii) adherence to WHO recommendations in designing a longer MDR-TB regimen; iv) close monitoring of clinical treatment response; and v) active TB drug-safety monitoring and management (aDSM)” (126). WHO issued an updated position statement on the use of delamanid for MDR-TB in 2018 on the basis of final results from the phase 3 randomized controlled trial, Trial 213 (127).

Summary of the evidence. Delamanid data were not available as part of the PS-matched IPDMA completed for this guideline development process; however, the 2019 WHO Consolidated Guidelines on Drug-Resistant Tuberculosis Treatment, wherein individual-level data on delamanid were attained for analyses, provides practice guidance on the use of delamanid for treatment of MDR-TB (7, 128). Several recent reports, clinical trials, and cohort studies report on delamanid-containing regimens achieving success rates of 77% to 84%, in absence of major adverse events (128–131). In the United States, through a compassionate use program, delamanid has recently been successfully accessed and used in the care of patients with MDR-TB (132). Regarding use of delamanid in children, only a small number of children (>6 yr of age) have had documented access to the drug, also by compassionate use (133, 134). On the basis of review of the data available in the IPDMA conducted by WHO, delamanid has been included in “Group C” in their guidelines, corresponding to drugs that can be added “to complete the regimen and when medicines from Groups A and B cannot be used.” WHO has recommended that “delamanid may be included in the treatment of MDR/RR-TB patients aged 3 years or more on longer regimens” (7, 135). The guideline writing committee concurs with the updated 2019 WHO guidance (7). As noted for other drugs discussed in this practice guideline, QT interval...
prolongation may occur with delamanid use, and routine ECG monitoring is recommended. A recent evaluation of the cardiac safety of delamanid and bedaquiline given together as part of multidrug therapy for MDR-TB concluded that the combined effect on the corrected QT interval (QTc) using the Fridericia formula (QTcF) is clinically modest and no more than additive (ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT02583048), with mean change in QTcF from baseline at 11.9 milliseconds (95.1% CI, 7.4–16.5 ms) in the bedaquiline arm, 8.6 milliseconds (95.1% CI, 4.0–13.2 ms) in the delamanid arm, and 20.7 milliseconds (95.1% CI, 16.1–25.4 ms) in the combined bedaquiline and delamanid arm (136).

Conclusions. The guideline panel was unable to make a recommendation for or against delamanid because of the absence of data in the IPDMA conducted for this practice guideline. In 2018, WHO updated the IPDMA with additional data and recommended delamanid be included in the third tier of drugs, Group C, and for the drug to be used in the treatment of patients with MDR/RR-TB aged ≥3 years on longer regimens. The guideline writing committee agrees with the updated 2019 WHO Consolidated Guidelines on Drug-Resistant Tuberculosis Treatment that delamanid may be included in the treatment of patients with MDR/RR-TB aged ≥3 years on longer regimens (7). We make a research recommendation for the conduct of randomized clinical trials and cohort studies evaluating the efficacy, safety, and tolerability of all-oral, shortened regimens inclusive of delamanid in combination with other oral agents.

Research needs. The companion drugs with which to combine delamanid for optimal efficacy, safety, and tolerability remain uncertain. The conduct of randomized clinical trials and cohort studies evaluating all-oral, shortened regimens, inclusive of delamanid and in combination with other oral agents are urgently needed. The endTB trial is a phase 3 multicountry randomized clinical trial evaluating the efficacy and safety of five new, all-oral, shortened regimens including combinations of bedaquiline and delamanid (ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT02754765). Recent cohort data are also emerging on the use of delamanid and bedaquiline in combination, which to date has been generally reserved for severe cases with extensive resistance and when other options are not feasible (137–140). The Nix-TB (A Phase 3 Study Assessing the Safety and Efficacy of Bedaquiline Plus PA-824 Plus Linezolid in Subjects with Drug-Resistant Pulmonary Tuberculosis) trial (ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT02333799) evaluated an all-oral 6-month regimen comprising bedaquiline, pretomanid (member of the nitroimidazooxazines class of compounds), and linezolid for the treatment of either XDR-TB or treatment-intolerant or nonresponsive MDR-TB. FDA granted priority review of the new drug application for pretomanid in March 2019, the Antimicrobial Drugs Advisory Committee discussed pretomanid in June 2019, and in August 2019 FDA approved pretomanid in combination with bedaquiline and linezolid for the treatment of a specific limited population of adults with pulmonary XDR-TB or treatment-intolerant or nonresponsive MDR-TB (2, 141). Given FDA approval, additional trials that include diverse patient populations will be essential to understand optimal use of the regimen, in addition to head-to-head comparisons of pretomanid with delamanid to determine if these drugs can be used interchangeably.

Ethambutol
Ethambutol is an ethylenediamine that inhibits arabinosyl transferases, which contribute to *M. tuberculosis* cell wall synthesis (142). The drug is included in standard regimens for treatment of drug-susceptible TB and commonly used in regimens for MDR-TB (11, 16, 23). The published evidence available on its safety and efficacy is modest, and its use as part of the first-line drug-susceptible TB regimen rests largely on its ability to prevent the emergence of resistance to the other drugs in the regimen rather than on its own sterilizing activity (143). Ethambutol has been demonstrated to have modest sterilizing activity as part of combination regimens when used against ethambutol-susceptible isolates for treatment of drug-susceptible TB. The drug is not effective when used for ethambutol-resistant isolates, and such use is not recommended (54, 96).

Summary of the evidence. Procedures and methodology to assemble and rank the certainty in the evidence are reported in Appendix A, with evidence profiles for PICO questions reported in Appendix B. Our PS-matched IPDMA compared outcomes among 3,002 individuals with isolates susceptible to ethambutol who received the drug to 667 individuals with isolates susceptible to ethambutol who did not receive the drug (3). Receipt of ethambutol was associated with an aOR of 0.9 (95% CI, 0.7–1.1) for the outcome of treatment success; receipt of ethambutol was associated with an aOR of 1.0 (95% CI, 0.9–1.2) for the outcome of death. However, the groups were not balanced with regard to other effective drugs; in particular, the patients not receiving ethambutol were more likely to receive linezolid. Thus, the ability to detect an effect of ethambutol might have been obscured. In a previous IPDMA, before linezolid and bedaquiline use were common, administration of ethambutol among patients with susceptible isolates was associated with an aOR of 1.7 (95% CI, 1.2–2.4) for cure/complete versus failure/relapse and an aOR of 1.6 (95% CI, 1.1–2.4) for cure/complete versus failure/relapse/death, compared with patients receiving ethambutol whose isolates were resistant in vitro (144).

Benefits. Our PS-matched IPDMA showed that treatment success was not significantly more likely with regimens containing ethambutol. However, a number of earlier studies indicate that ethambutol is associated with increased success when used to treat patients whose isolates are susceptible to the drug (143). Moreover, these earlier studies determined that the effectiveness of ethambutol is directly related to dose, and that a dose of 25 mg/kg was more effective than a dose of 15 mg/kg (143). Dosages were not available for analysis in our PS-matched IPDMA. Finally, our PS-matched IPDMA did not address a key attribute of ethambutol, the prevention of the emergence of resistance, which is a substantial concern among patients with MDR-TB (145).
Harms. In a recent review of the tolerability of TB drugs, ethambutol was associated with serious adverse events in 6 of 1,325 (0.5%) patients (23). This is consistent with previous reports of ethambutol toxicity, in which optic neuropathy (including optic neuritis and retrobulbar neuritis) was attributed to ethambutol, manifesting as symptoms of decreased visual acuity, scotomata, color blindness, or visual defects. These toxic effects are dose dependent and, although serious, are generally reversible if recognized promptly and the drug is discontinued or the dose reduced.

Additional considerations. When ethambutol is used, some experts recommend using the higher dose of 25 mg/kg, which is associated with increased efficacy but also slightly greater ocular toxicity. Other experts recommend using 15 to 20 mg/kg, counting the drug predominantly as providing protection against the acquisition of additional resistance. All patients receiving ethambutol as part of an MDR-TB treatment regimen should be monitored monthly for signs of ocular toxicity, particularly visual impairment, and if this is detected, ethambutol should be discontinued. If optic neuritis occurs in patients taking both ethambutol and linezolid, both drugs must be stopped. Many patients may be rechallenged successfully with linezolid once vision normalizes, but rechallenge with ethambutol is not recommended. The efficacy of ethambutol is not expected to be different in children compared with adults. A dose of 25 mg/kg is recommended by experts for children with MDR-TB. Two reviews on safety of ethambutol relating to vision have shown low risk of ocular toxicity (143, 146). However, other drugs, such as linezolid, may also cause optic neuritis, and this should be taken into consideration when treating MDR-TB in children, especially as screening for visual loss is difficult in young children.

Conclusions. We suggest including ethambutol in a regimen for treatment of patients with MDR-TB only when more effective drugs cannot be used to achieve a total of five effective drugs in the regimen (conditional recommendation, very low certainty in the evidence). The committee was divided on the value of recommending ethambutol, given the drug was not associated with any benefit in terms of treatment success or mortality. Concerns about the comparability of IPDMA patient groups treated with and without ethambutol were noted. Unlike ethionamide/prothionamide, where there are substantial undesirable effects, ethambutol had small undesirable effects (low risk of serious adverse events requiring treatment discontinuation). Finally, our PS-matched IPDM did not address the prevention of emergence of resistance—a recognized attribute of ethambutol in the treatment of drug-susceptible TB—although the applicability of this attribute to MDR-TB regimens is unknown. Overall, the committee suggested that ethambutol can be used only when more effective drugs cannot be assembled to achieve the necessary five effective drugs in the regimen.

Research needs. More evidence is needed on the beneficial role that ethambutol may play in preventing emergence of drug resistance in MDR-TB, including to newer oral drugs. More research is also needed to improve on the reliability of DST for ethambutol in different settings.

Ethionamide and Prothionamide
Ethionamide and prothionamide are derivatives of isonicotinic acid, somewhat similar in structure to isoniazid. Ethionamide is a prodrug and requires activation, after which it inhibits mycobacterial fatty acid synthesis that is necessary for cell wall synthesis and repair. Clinical studies indicate efficacy of these drugs, and they have been included in regimens for treatment of MDR-TB and for treatment of TB meningitis in adults and children (16, 23, 147, 148).

Summary of evidence. Procedures and methodology to assemble and rank the certainty in the evidence are reported in APPENDIX A, with evidence profiles for PICO questions reported in APPENDIX B. Our PS-matched IPDM showed that ethionamide/prothionamide were not associated with any benefit, even if susceptible by phenotypic DST (3). Previous studies have shown, however, an increase in the likelihood of treatment success if ethionamide was included in the MDR-TB regimen (23, 149). These different results can be explained by the inclusion of newer and more effective drugs, improving outcomes in the comparator groups, potentially biasing the observed effect against ethionamide; fewer patients in the ethionamide/prothionamide group, compared with control subjects, received newer-generation fluoroquinolone (51% vs. 76%), amikacin (17% vs. 35%), and linezolid (5% vs. 18%), and more patient in the ethionamide/prothionamide groups received kanamycin (51% vs. 12%) and capreomycin (27% vs. 16%).

Benefits. No benefits were identified for inclusion of ethionamide/prothionamide in regimens, even if susceptible by phenotypic DST. A pediatric IPDM of MDR-TB cases also did not show benefit using ethionamide/prothionamide; however, the majority of children (590 of 641) in this study did receive ethionamide or prothionamide, potentially limiting the ability to discern a benefit (113).

Harms. The potential of ethionamide to cause adverse events can also limit its tolerability (120). A review of studies comparing a regimen containing ethionamide or prothionamide (all studies before 1970) showed that adverse effects leading to discontinuation of treatment were equally frequent with ethionamide (11.3%; range 6–42%) and prothionamide (11.9%; range 6–40%). Adverse effects, when reported, included abnormal liver function tests, gastrointestinal intolerance, endocrine dysfunction, and hypothyroidism, the latter occasionally requiring treatment with thyroidine (147). Hypothyroidism is a common adverse effect of ethionamide (experienced by approximately 20%) (150, 151) and is particularly noted if used with p-aminosalicylic acid and in HIV-infected children (152). Gastrointestinal distress is common but usually resolve within the first 2 weeks of treatment in children.

Additional considerations. When ethionamide/prothionamide is included in a regimen for which five other effective drugs cannot be assembled, experts recommend dose escalation (drug ramping) at time of treatment initiation, as well as monitoring of thyroid-stimulating hormone for evidence of hypothyroidism requiring replacement (16). Of note, in the presence of inhA mutation, many isolates will show

PICO Question 11—Ethionamide/prothionamide: In patients with MDR-TB, are outcomes safely improved when regimens include ethionamide/prothionamide compared with regimens that do not include ethionamide/prothionamide?

Recommendation 11: We suggest NOT including ethionamide/prothionamide in a treatment regimen for patients with MDR-TB if newer and more effective drugs are available to construct a regimen with at least five effective drugs (conditional recommendation, very low certainty in the evidence).
cross-resistance between isoniazid and ethionamide/prothionamide (153).

Conclusions. When the individualized treatment regimen for patients with MDR-TB contains newer-generation, more-effective drugs, the addition of ethionamide/prothionamide does not appear to provide benefit.

Research needs. Research efforts are underway to identify potential boosters of potency for ethionamide, which, if successful when coadministered, may result in improved therapeutic index and overall better risk-benefit ratio for use (154).

Fluoroquinolones: Levofoxacin, Moxifloxacin, Ciprofloxacin, and Ofloxacin

The fluoroquinolones are a family of chemically related drugs characterized by a common core dual-ring structure (155). Ofloxacin, then levofloxacin, then moxifloxacin sequentially improved on earlier generation’s spectrum of activity, including mycobacteria, and their antimycobacterial action increased as evidenced by lower minimum inhibitory concentrations (MICs) and increasing success in clinical use (156, 157). Physicians began using these drugs to treat MDR-TB on the basis of in vitro data, with subsequent case series and observational studies showing efficacy (158), although none of the fluoroquinolones are currently indicated by regulatory authorities for the treatment of TB. In general, these drugs are well absorbed orally, have favorable pharmacological profiles for once-daily dosing, are generally well tolerated, and now are available in generic formulations (155).

Summary of the evidence. Procedures and methodology to assemble and rank the certainty in the evidence are reported in Appendix A, with evidence profiles for PICO questions reported in Appendix B. In our PS-matched IPDMA, ofloxacin was used most commonly (n = 4,020), followed by levofloxacin (n = 3,872), moxifloxacin (n = 2,132), and ciprofloxacin (n = 431); 734 patients did not receive a fluoroquinolone, the comparison group for subsequent analyses, and 828 patients received two or more quinolones and were excluded (3). The groups were similar in age, sex, proportion AFB smear positive, proportion with cavitary disease on chest radiograph, and prior treatment with first-line drugs. However, the no-quinoline group had substantially more HIV coinfection (44% vs. 13–28%); proportion with HIV coinfection across different quinolones), more past treatment with second-line drugs (52% vs. 8–25%), more quinolone resistance (86% vs. 6–33%), more second line injectables resistance (74% vs.12–34%), and more XDR TB (73% vs. 4–19%). In terms of treatment, the no-fluoroquinolone group received less amikacin (7% vs. 18–43%) and kanamycin (13% vs. 26–65%) and more capreomycin (66% vs. 6–34%). Therefore, the median number of effective drugs (intensive phase) was lower in the no-fluoroquinolone group (2.1) than in the other groups (3.3–4.0). Thus, treatment success was lower in the no-fluoroquinolone group (35% vs. 55–68%) and failure/recovery was higher than but not greatly different from the others (13% vs. 2–10%); mortality, however, was much higher (40% vs. 11–15%).

Benefits. In our PS-matched IPDMA, among patients with susceptible isolates, levofloxacin-containing regimens compared with no quinolone were associated with significantly more treatment successes (aOR, 4.2; 95% CI, 3.3–5.4) and significantly fewer deaths (aOR, 0.6; 95% CI, 0.5–0.7). Moxifloxacin, compared with no quinolone, was also associated with significantly more treatment successes (aOR, 3.8; 95% CI, 2.8–5.2) and significantly fewer deaths (aOR, 0.5; 95% CI, 0.4–0.6). In the subgroup with resistance to an injectable drug(s), levofloxacin or moxifloxacin were associated with a significant improvement in treatment success (aOR, 1.8; 95% CI, 1.2–2.8) and reduction in death (aOR, 0.6; 95% CI, 0.4–0.8), although the corresponding adjusted risk differences were not statistically significant. In pairwise comparisons, both levofloxacin and moxifloxacin were associated with significantly better treatment outcomes than ofloxacin. The aORs of death were lower for the two later-generation quinolones when compared with ofloxacin (levofloxacin: aOR, 0.8; 95% CI, 0.6–0.9; moxifloxacin: aOR, 0.8; 95% CI, 0.6–1.0) (data not shown). Ofloxacin and ciprofloxacin are considered inferior quinolones against M. tuberculosis (144, 149, 159, 160). Levofloxacin and moxifloxacin did not differ significantly from each other.

In a recent IPDMA describing treatment outcomes in children treated for MDR-TB (113), new and repurposed TB drugs, including late-generation fluoroquinolones, were not used enough to adequately evaluate efficacy, but most experts and emerging evidence suggest that the efficacy of fluoroquinolones noted in adults should be similar in children (83, 161).

Harms. In our PS-matched IPDMA, grade 3 adverse events were recorded systematically in a subset of 1,962 patients from a cohort study of MDR-TB at 27 sites in nine countries. Permanent discontinuation of fluoroquinolones due to adverse events was uncommon. Among 150 patients treated with levofloxacin, the drug was stopped permanently because of adverse events in 6 (4.0%). Among 398 patients treated with moxifloxacin, the drug was stopped permanently in 14 (3.5%) patients. Among 1,167 patients treated with ofloxacin, the drug was stopped permanently in 56 (4.8%) patients. An analysis of 56 clinical trials comparing quinolones against placebo or against other antimicrobial agents found generally similar adverse event profiles (3). Seven studies reported more frequent adverse events and six studies reported fewer adverse events in fluoroquinolone-treated patients. The most frequent adverse effects reported are those of the gastrointestinal tract in 3% to 17% and CNS in 0.9% to 11% of patients (155, 162). Allergic and other hypersensitivity reactions and other skin reactions occur in 0.5% to 2.8% of patients. Other adverse effects that occur in >1% of patients are cardiac (QT interval prolongation) and endocrine (hypoglycemia). Recently, FDA strengthened warnings in the prescribing information for the entire class of fluoroquinolones on risks of severe hypoglycemia, certain mental health side effects, and tendonitis, as well as risks of ruptures or tears in the aorta (163). Safety concerns persist for long-term pediatric use of fluoroquinolones, especially regarding arthropathy. However, several long-term prospective and retrospective studies in children have confirmed that severe adverse effects with the fluoroquinolones are rare, including musculoskeletal, neurological, and QT interval prolongation adverse effects (164–166).

Additional considerations. As later-generation fluoroquinolones have become generic, their cost has decreased greatly and their use has expanded to many different indications, so procurement and availability have not been problematic, but resistance is more common than among aminoglycosides. Some foods or beverages and antacids high in content of divalent or
trivalent cations can reduce fluoroquinolone absorption (16, 167–169). When feasible, taking fluoroquinolones on an empty stomach minimizes the potential of delays in or reduction of fluoroquinolone absorption. Moxifloxacin and to a lesser extent levofloxacin prolong the QT interval. Moxifloxacin may necessitate ECG monitoring, especially if patients have a baseline QTc > 500 milliseconds or take other QT-prolonging drugs.

Pharmacokinetic modeling studies for levofloxacin and moxifloxacin use in children are ongoing; recent data suggest that for children, a levofloxacin dose of at least 15 to 20 mg/kg daily (170, 171), and a moxifloxacin dose of 10 to 15 mg/kg/d are effective (based on data showing too low exposure at 7.5–10 mg/kg) (172). Although a modeling paper suggests a dose of 25 mg/kg/d for infants to 3 months of age and 20 mg/kg/d for toddlers, safety at these doses has not been verified (173).

Conclusions. In our PS-matched IPDMA, patients treated with moxifloxacin and levofloxacin had better outcomes than patients not treated with any fluoroquinolones, or compared with patients treated with ofloxacin, after adjustment for numerous covariates that in themselves were strong determinants of outcome, such as clinical characteristics, extent of drug resistance, and number of other effective drugs in the treatment regimen. Moxifloxacin or levofloxacin should be included in a regimen to achieve a total of five effective drugs for the treatment of patients with MDR-TB. Our recommendation for the use of moxifloxacin or levofloxacin is strong despite very low certainty in the evidence, because we viewed the significant reduction in mortality, improved treatment success, and relatively few adverse effects associated with MDR-TB treatment that includes these later-generation fluoroquinolones (compared with no fluoroquinolones) as having a particularly favorable balance of benefits over harms.

Research needs. Research is needed on the most effective doses (e.g., The OPTI-Q [Prospective, Randomized, Blinded Phase 2 Pharmacokinetic/Pharmacodynamic Study of the Efficacy and Tolerability of Increasing Doses of Levofloxacin in Combination with Optimized Background Regimen for the Treatment of MDR-TB (TBTC Study 32/DMID Study 13-0057)] Trial; ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT01918397) and dosing regimens, as preliminary work suggests these drugs may be more effective at higher doses (174). The activity, safety, and tolerability of using higher doses of fluoroquinolones against isolates with modestly elevated MICs should also be explored. Modest increases in toxicity can be minimized and managed by clinicians and may still be preferable to treating MDR-TB without quinolones. Higher doses may also limit acquired resistance (175, 176).

Injectables: Amikacin, Capreomycin, Kanamycin, and Streptomycin
The term “injectable drugs” in general encompasses four drugs: the aminoglycoside antibiotics streptomycin, amikacin, and kanamycin; and the cyclic polypeptide antibiotic capreomycin (155, 162, 177). Aminoglycosides are highly cationic and water soluble, but insoluble in organic solvents and hydrophobic environments, explaining much about their pharmacology, limited ability to cross lipid membranes, poor absorption from the gastrointestinal tract, and poor penetration into the CNS. Consequently, they are administered parenterally through slow intravenous infusion or through intramuscular injection (177). Streptomycin’s core ring structure differs from all other aminoglycosides, explaining in part why cross-resistance between streptomycin and other aminoglycosides is uncommon (155, 177). These drugs block protein synthesis at the ribosomal level by binding to a highly conserved nucleotide sequence in the prokaryotic 16S ribosomal subunit, the mRNA decoding region, where translation of mRNA codon to aminoacyl-transfer RNA anticodon normally takes place (155, 177). Aminoglycosides share three important characteristics: 1) concentration-dependent killing, 2) a postantibiotic effect, and 3) synergism with other antibacterial drugs (155). These drugs kill bacteria in proportion to drug concentration, so a single daily dose is more effective than divided doses or a continuous infusion. Moreover, antibacterial activity continues many hours after serum levels become undetectable, the so-called “postantibiotic” effect (155).

Summary of the evidence. Procedures and methodology to assemble and rank the certainty in the evidence are reported in Appendix A, with evidence profiles for PICO questions reported in Appendix B. In our PS-matched IPDMA, treatment outcomes for 613 patients who did not receive an injectable drug were compared with 1,554 patients treated with streptomycin, 4,330 treated with kanamycin, 2,275 treated

PICO Question 12—Fluoroquinolones: In patients with MDR-TB, are outcomes safely improved when regimens include fluoroquinolones compared with regimens that do not include fluoroquinolones?

Recommendation 12: We recommend including moxifloxacin or levofloxacin in a regimen for treatment of patients with MDR-TB (strong recommendation, low certainty in the evidence). Our recommendation for the use of moxifloxacin or levofloxacin is strong despite very low certainty in the evidence because we viewed the significant reduction in mortality, improved treatment success, and relatively few adverse effects associated with MDR-TB treatment that includes these later-generation fluoroquinolones (compared with no fluoroquinolones) as having a particularly favorable balance of benefits over harms.

PICO Question 13—Injectables: In patients with MDR-TB, are outcomes safely improved when regimens include an injectable compared with regimens that do not include an injectable?

Recommendation 13: We suggest including amikacin or streptomycin in a regimen for treatment of patients with MDR-TB when susceptibility to these drugs is confirmed (conditional recommendation, very low certainty in the evidence). Because of their toxicity, these drugs should be used when more effective or less toxic therapies cannot otherwise be assembled to achieve a total of five effective drugs. We suggest NOT including kanamycin or capreomycin (conditional recommendation, very low certainty in the evidence).
with amikacin, and 2,401 treated with capreomycin. Patients who received two or more injectable drugs (n = 875) were excluded, because the outcome could not be ascribed to one of the drugs (3). The no-injectable comparison group had notably fewer AFB smear–positive patients and patients with cavitary disease. On the other hand, patients in this group had more past treatment with second-line drugs; more resistance to quinolones, injectables, and XDR TB; and much more treatment with linezolid. In these respects, the capreomycin group was similar (more past treatment with second-line drugs, worse pretreatment drug resistance) to the other three drugs. Analysis was based on patients whose isolates were susceptible to the drug they received, with exceptions noted below.

**Benefits.** **Injectable Drugs Compared with No Injectable Drug.** Compared with 613 patients treated without an injectable drug, 1,554 streptomycin-treated patients had increased treatment success (aOR, 1.5; 95% CI, 1.1–2.1). In the subgroup with quinolone resistance (17.8% of the total), streptomycin-treated patients had increased treatment success (aOR, 3.0; 95% CI, 1.3–6.6). Compared with 613 patients not treated with injectable drugs, 2,275 amikacin-treated patients had increased treatment success (aOR, 2.0; 95% CI, 1.5–2.6). In the subgroup with quinolone resistance, amikacin was also associated with increased treatment success (aOR, 3.0; 1.6–5.6). Among patients with XDR-TB, amikacin was associated with reduced deaths (aOR, 0.4; 95% CI, 0.2–0.8). In contrast, neither kanamycin nor capreomycin was associated with any benefit on treatment success or death versus no injectable drug at all. To the contrary, kanamycin treatment was associated with fewer treatment successes (aOR, 0.5; 95% CI, 0.4–0.6). Capreomycin was associated with an increased risk of death (aOR, 1.4; 95% CI, 1.1–1.7). In XDR-TB, capreomycin was associated with increased deaths (aOR, 3.4; 95% CI, 2.7–4.3) when compared with regimens with no injectable drug.

In a pediatric IPDMA, the use of second-line injectable agents (amikacin, kanamycin, capreomycin) in children with confirmed MDR-TB was associated with more treatment success compared with those not receiving second-line injectable agents (aOR, 2.94; 95% CI, 1.05–8.28; P = 0.041) (113). However, a high proportion of children with less-severe disease who received no second-line injectable agents still did well; therefore, children may be able to be spared from injectables and the associated toxicities if newer, more-effective drugs can be included in an all-oral regimen (113).

**Injectable Drugs Compared against Each Other.** Compared with streptomycin-treated patients, patients treated with amikacin had increased treatment successes (aOR, 1.7; 95% CI, 1.3–2.2) but with no significant impact on death (aOR, 1.0; 95% CI, 0.8–1.2). Kanamycin and capreomycin were both significantly inferior to streptomycin in every respect. Amikacin was superior to kanamycin and capreomycin in every respect, with higher treatment success rates, lower death rates, or both. In the quinolone-resistant subgroup, on the other hand, use of amikacin did not have a significant effect on treatment success (aOR, 1.7; 95% CI, 0.9–3.4) or death (aOR, 1.2; 95% CI, 0.7–2.0) compared with use of streptomycin.

**Harms.** All aminoglycosides and capreomycin share important toxicities, especially nephrotoxicity, ototoxicity, and electrolyte disturbances, as well as other less common toxicities (155, 162, 177). The ototoxicity can be vestibular, resulting in loss of balance, or cochlear, resulting in hearing loss. Because these drugs date back to the early years of antibiotic discovery and development, there is vast published experience with their toxicities. In the treatment of MDR-TB, the risk of toxicity is substantial, because the duration of treatment is many months. Ototoxicity may be severe and irreversible but with close monitoring can be minimized or prevented. Nephrotoxicity is often reversible when identified early and addressed appropriately; however, ototoxicity can progress even after the drug is stopped. Monitoring (measuring drug levels; monthly high-quality audiometry, electrolytes, and serum creatinine) and skilled management can prevent or mitigate these effects and are part of standard practice for MDR-TB experts. Risk of hearing loss increases with increasing duration of treatment. For aminoglycosides in general, the estimated frequency of nephrotoxicity is 5% to 15% and of ototoxicity 2% to 14%, including 2% to 10% cochlear and 3% to 14% vestibular (155). In a survey of clinical trials performed between 1975 and 1982 and totaling ~10,000 patients, the incidence of amikacin nephrotoxicity was 8.7% (178). Cumulative dose and duration predicted toxicity; older age, dehydratiohypovolemia/hypotension, prior aminoglycoside treatment, coexisting hepatic or renal disease, and concomitant medications were important as well (155). Significant hearing impairment exceeds 50% in some reported series, renal dysfunction approaches 50%, and vestibular dysfunction as high as 20% has been reported (155, 162, 177). At the other extreme, series have been published with no significant or permanent toxicity, including with longer-term use (155, 162, 177). Direct comparisons of drug toxicity for the four drugs used in TB are scarce. Experience suggests streptomycin may be more ototoxic, but that may be a consequence of far longer and wider use of streptomycin. Observational studies suggest amikacin may be more ototoxic than the other drugs (179–181).

In children, ototoxicity (hearing loss) has been documented in up to 24% of cases in a retrospective study, which also brings serious implications for development of normal speech (182). Pain of intramuscular injections can be safely reduced by adding lidocaine to amikacin injections without interference of pharmacokinetics (183). Dose range of amikacin should be 15 to 20 mg/kg as single daily dose.

**Additional considerations.** When injectables are used, serum creatinine, electrolyte measurements, clinical assessment for vertigo and tinnitus, high-quality audiometry (including hearing frequency of 6,000–8,000 Hz, as high-frequency hearing loss is seen initially), and clinical examinations should be conducted at least monthly, or more frequently if adverse effects occur. Limited data suggest there may be a genetic predisposition for hearing loss associated with specific mitochondrial gene mutations (184). Although routine genetic testing is not currently suggested, the provider should be aware of these genetic mutations and the risks of ototoxicity (185, 186). Because bactericidal activity is concentration dependent, high peak levels and single daily dosing are preferred to divided doses. Because of the postantibiotic effect, toxicity can be minimized by allowing trough levels between doses to remain below detectable levels for many hours. Some experts take advantage of these
pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic properties with thrice-weekly dosing, especially after conversion of cultures to negative, decreasing healthcare system demands and the requirement for daily injections (16, 177). Intramuscular injections are painful, and 6 months of injections can be traumatic, especially to younger patients. Patients’ values may differ sharply from providers in this respect and should be considered when determining whether to use injectable agents.

**Conclusions.** In our PS-matched IPDMA, the use of amikacin and streptomycin when the patient’s isolate was susceptible to these drugs was associated with an increase in treatment success when compared with the control group not receiving these injectables. However, because of their toxicity and modest efficacy compared with other drugs, which also are less toxic, these drugs should be reserved for when more-effective or less-toxic therapies cannot be assembled to achieve a total of five effective drugs. In our analyses, amikacin and streptomycin had similar aORs for treatment success in a minority of patients with fluoroquinolone resistance. Kanamycin and capreomycin were ineffective. We recommend against using kanamycin or capreomycin. As is the case for adults, the use of amikacin and streptomycin for children should also be reserved to when more-effective or less-toxic therapies cannot be assembled to achieve a total of five effective drugs.

**Research needs.** N-acetylcyesteine, a thiol-containing antioxidant, may limit the severity and irreversibility of aminoglycoside-induced oto toxicity (187, 188), warranting additional research into this and other otoprotective measures that may improve the balance of benefits and harms for using these injectable agents.

**Linezolid**

Linezolid is an oxazolidinone antibiotic that inhibits bacterial protein synthesis by preventing the fusion of 30S and 50S ribosomal subunits (189). It also binds to human mitochondria and inhibits protein synthesis, which is the mechanism of toxicity in clinical use (190, 191). Linezolid was initially used off-label in the absence of consistent scientific evidence as part of the regimen for difficult-to-treat cases of MDR- and XDR-TB (192). The first large retrospective observational study suggested linezolid was effective, but with frequent and often severe adverse events (192). The same study suggested, for the first time, that reducing the daily dose from 1,200 mg to 600 mg per day might be associated with fewer adverse events and improved tolerability. Several systematic reviews, IPDMAs, and one controlled clinical trial have been published on linezolid for treatment of MDR-TB (87, 193–196). The clinical trial confirmed previous observational findings and, in particular, the effectiveness of linezolid and its potential toxicity (195). A meta-analysis with 121 cases of patients with MDR-TB from 11 countries, treated with linezolid, confirmed linezolid effectiveness (culture conversion, 93.5%; treatment success, 81.8%) and that the 600-mg daily dose was safer than the 1,200-mg dose (46.7% adverse events vs. 74.5%, respectively) without lowering its effectiveness (196). The clinical trial confirmed the efficacy, safety, and tolerability of linezolid in patients with XDR-TB (194). There are insufficient data regarding the effectiveness of initiating treatment with doses <600 mg daily to recommend lower doses. Recently, the importance of therapeutic drug monitoring to reduce adverse events potentially due to linezolid has been emphasized (197, 198).

**Summary of the evidence.** Linezolid was used in regimens for MDR- and XDR-TB across 38 studies (3). The initial dose of linezolid was 1,200 mg/d for 91 patients in five studies, 600 mg/d for 784 patients in 28 studies, and 300 mg/d for 99 patients in five studies (3). Procedures and methodology to assemble and rank the certainty in the evidence are reported in APPENDIX A, with evidence profiles for PICO questions reported in APPENDIX B.

**Benefits.** In our PS-matched IPDMA, patients who received linezolid-containing regimens were more likely to achieve treatment success (aOR, 3.4; 95% CI, 2.6–4.5) and to have a lower rate of death (aOR, 0.3; 95% CI, 0.2–0.3) than those who did not receive linezolid. The effect on treatment success was more pronounced when studies from only high-income countries were included (aOR, 3.9; 95% CI, 2.6–5.8). The greatest impact was found in patients with XDR-TB, where the aOR for successful treatment versus failure or relapse was 6.3 (95% CI, 3.9–10.1) and the aOR for death was 0.1 (95% CI, 0.1–0.2). When PS-matched pairs analyses were performed comparing the effects of bedaquiline and linezolid with those of no bedaquiline or linezolid, the combination of bedaquiline and linezolid was associated with an aOR of 2.7 (95% CI, 1.5–4.9) for success versus failure/relapse, and of 0.3 (95% CI, 0.2–0.4) for death versus success/failure/relapse. The efficacy of linezolid in children with TB has been shown in two studies of children <18 years of age, albeit with few patients (199, 200).

**Harms.** Adverse effects associated with linezolid in patients with TB include neurotoxicity (i.e., peripheral neuropathy and optic neuritis), myelosuppression, hyperlactatemia, and diarrhea, all of which are presumably secondary to the inhibition of mitochondrial protein synthesis (190, 201). A published systematic review of 12 studies conducted in 11 countries globally reported an adverse event rate of 58.9% (hematological, neurological, and gastrointestinal), predominantly noted in individuals treated with a dosages >600 mg/d (196). Hematological toxicity can occur quickly after starting treatment and can involve any cell line. Neurotoxicity, including optic neuritis and peripheral neuropathy, occur later, usually after 12 to 20 weeks of treatment. Toxicity has been associated with trough levels of >2.0

---

**PICO Question 14—Linezolid:** In patients with MDR-TB, are outcomes safely improved when regimens include linezolid compared with regimens that do not include linezolid?

**Recommendation 14:** We suggest including linezolid in a regimen for the treatment of patients with MDR-TB (conditional recommendation, very low certainty in the evidence). This is a conditional recommendation despite linezolid-containing regimens showing large reduction in mortality and improved treatment success, similar to bedaquiline and later-generation fluoroquinolones, because linezolid had more adverse effects and the balance of benefits and harms was less favorable compared with those drugs.
PICO Question 15—Macrolides: In patients with MDR-TB, are outcomes safely improved when regimens include macrolides compared with regimens that do not include macrolides?

Recommendation 15: We recommend NOT including the macrolides azithromycin and clarithromycin in a treatment regimen for patients with MDR-TB (strong recommendation, very low certainty in the evidence). Our recommendation against the use of the macrolides azithromycin and clarithromycin in MDR-TB treatment is strong despite the evidence being judged to be of very low certainty because we viewed the increased mortality and decreased likelihood of treatment success associated with the use of this drug class as having a notably unfavorable balance of benefits to potential harms.

(see Role of Therapeutic Drug Monitoring in Treatment of MDR-TB) (202–204). Adverse effects, especially myelosuppression, are also noted to be common at the currently recommended dose of 10 mg/kg twice daily in children <10 years of age.

Additional considerations. Although use of linezolid for the FDA-approved 28 days or less for non-TB indications is associated with an acceptable adverse effect profile (205), the data on the longer-term use necessary for MDR-TB are limited (3, 195, 200). Strict clinical monitoring for potential toxicity (in particular peripheral neuropathy, optic neuritis, anemia, and leukopenia) is necessary because of the risk of adverse events associated with the long-term use of linezolid (16). If optic neuritis occurs, many patients may be rechallenged successfully with linezolid once vision normalizes. Assessment for visual toxicity must continue after restarting linezolid. Some patients are able to be rechallenged with the full dose; others are able to avoid recurrent visual toxicity with a reduced dose of linezolid at 300 mg daily (195). Linezolid should generally not be administered to patients taking serotonergic agents, such as monoamine oxidase inhibitors, because of the potential for serious CNS reactions, such as serotonin syndrome. Because monoamine oxidase type A deaminates serotonin, and selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors potentiate the action of serotonin by inhibiting its neuronal reuptake, administration of linezolid concurrently with a selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor can lead to serious reactions, such as serotonin syndrome or neuroleptic malignant syndrome—like reactions (16). One randomized clinical trial demonstrated that lowering the dose from 600 mg/d to 300 mg/d after culture conversion reduced toxicity (195). For children, one modeling study reported that linezolid dose of 15 mg/kg in full-term neonates and infants aged <3 months and 10 mg/kg in toddlers, administered once daily, achieved cumulative fraction of response of >90%, with <10% achieving linezolid area under the concentration-versus-time curve (AUC) of 0 to 24 associated with toxicity (173). On the basis of modeling of pharmacokinetic data from 48 children, WHO and Sentinel Project recommend pediatric doses of linezolid as 15 mg/kg once daily for children <15 kg and 10 to 12 mg/kg once daily for those weighing >15 kg (7, 17). It is common practice for patients on linezolid to be prescribed vitamin B6 (16).

Conclusions. In our PS-matched IPDMA, patients who received linezolid-containing regimens were more likely to achieve treatment success and to have a lower rate of death than those who did not receive linezolid. We suggest including linezolid in a regimen for the treatment of patients with MDR-TB. This is a conditional recommendation despite linezolid-containing regimens showing large reduction in mortality and improved treatment success, similar to bedaquiline and later-generation fluoroquinolones, because linezolid had more adverse effects and the balance of benefits and harms was less favorable compared with those drugs.

Research needs. Clinical trials of combinations of new chemical entities plus linezolid, including when administered at different doses and durations to optimize its therapeutic effect while minimizing toxicity are underway (Nix-TB, ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT02333799; ZeNix [Safety and Efficacy of Various Doses and Treatment Durations of Linezolid Plus BedaquiLine and Pretomanid in Participants with Pulmonary TB, XDR-TB, Pre-XDR-TB or Non-Responsive/Intolerant MDR-TB], NCT03086486). Further linezolid pharmacokinetic and safety data are needed to find optimal dosing in adults and children.

Macrolides: Azithromycin and Clarithromycin

The macrolides azithromycin and clarithromycin have unclear efficacy and role in the treatment of MDR-TB (23). Macrolides are commonly used to treat upper and lower respiratory tract infections and have an essential role in the treatment of nontuberculous mycobacteria (206). They are believed to have immunomodulatory and antiinflammatory effects. M. tuberculosis has intrinsic, inducible resistance to clarithromycin (207, 208), and in vivo murine TB models confirm the lack of activity of macrolides (209). Clarithromycin may increase linezolid serum exposure when used in combination (210), prompting some consideration of potential synergy between macrolides and other MDR-TB drugs (211). WHO does not recommend use of macrolides to treat MDR-TB (23).

Summary of the evidence. Procedures and methodology to assemble and rank the certainty in the evidence are reported in Appendix A, with evidence profiles for PICO questions reported in Appendix B. In our PS-matched IPDMA, patients who received macrolides (n = 1,067) were more likely to have been treated with second-line drugs and to have resistance to fluoroquinolones or any

PICO Question 16—p-Aminosalicylic Acid: In patients with MDR-TB, are outcomes safely improved when regimens include p-aminosalicylic acid compared with regimens that do not include p-aminosalicylic acid?

Recommendation 16: We suggest NOT including p-aminosalicylic acid in a treatment regimen for patients with MDR-TB (conditional recommendation, very low certainty in the evidence). When the individualized treatment regimen for patients with MDR-TB contains newer-generation, more-effective drugs, the addition of p-aminosalicylic acid does not appear to provide a benefit.
second-line injectable (3). Patients who received macrolides were more likely to receive later-generation fluoroquinolones, capreomycin, and linezolid. In adjusted analyses, patients who received macrolides were less likely to achieve treatment success (aOR, 0.6; 95% CI, 0.5–0.8) and had a higher rate of death (aOR, 1.6; 95% CI, 1.2–2.0) than patients who did not receive macrolides.

**Benefits.** The available evidence does not support the use of macrolides in the treatment of MDR-TB.

**Harms.** In our PS-matched IPDMA, patients who received macrolides were less likely to achieve treatment success (aOR, 0.6; 95% CI, 0.5–0.8) and had a higher rate of death (aOR, 1.6; 95% CI, 1.2–2.0) than patients who did not receive macrolides.

**Conclusions.** Macrolides, specifically azithromycin or clarithromycin, should not be included in a regimen for the treatment of patients with MDR-TB. Our recommendation against the use of the macrolides azithromycin and clarithromycin in MDR-TB treatment is strong despite the evidence being judged to be of very low certainty because we viewed the increased mortality and decreased likelihood of treatment success associated with the use of this drug class as having a notably unfavorable balance of benefits to potential harms.

**Research needs.** Further research may be warranted on newer-generation macrolides and to elucidate if there is potential synergy of macrolides with linezolid or other second-line agents.

### p-Aminosalicylic Acid

One of the first agents found to be effective against TB (212), p-aminosalicylic acid has been widely used clinically, although its precise mode of action remains uncertain (213). With the discovery of other more potent drugs, including rifampin, p-aminosalicylic acid, initially used combined with streptomycin, was no longer considered in first-line regimens. It is now used as part of a treatment regimen for MDR- and XDR-TB, although the benefits of p-aminosalicylic acid are not clear and toxicity limits its use. Current guidance recommends that p-aminosalicylic acid be used to compose a regimen when five effective drugs cannot otherwise be assembled (16, 23).

**Summary of the evidence.** Procedures and methodology to assemble and rank the certainty in the evidence are reported in Appendix A, with evidence profiles for PICO questions reported in Appendix B. In our PS-matched IPDMA, p-aminosalicylic acid was not associated with any benefit on treatment success (aOR, 0.8; 95% CI, 0.7–1.0) and was associated with increased death (aOR, 1.2; 95% CI, 1.1–1.4) (3). The potential to cause adverse events (12.2% in a previous meta-analysis) has also limited the tolerability of p-aminosalicylic acid (23).

**Benefits.** No association with any benefit on treatment success was identified for p-aminosalicylic acid in our PS-matched IPDMA. In an IPDMA of children with MDR-TB, there was no benefit identified for the inclusion of p-aminosalicylic acid in regimens (aOR, 0.75; 95% CI, 0.25–1.96; P = 0.483) (113).

**Harms.** Gastrointestinal distress is common with p-aminosalicylic acid but reported to occur less with the PASER formulation than with older preparations (16). Rare hepatotoxicity and thrombocytopenia have been reported, as has reversible hypothyroidism, particularly when used concomitantly with ethionamide (120). In the setting of hypothyroidism, some experts provide thyroid replacement therapy rather than discontinuing p-aminosalicylic acid. Clinical experience has shown p-aminosalicylic acid to be better tolerated regarding gastrointestinal disturbance in children than in adults, although hypothyroidism also remains common in children.

**Additional considerations.** Indirect comparison suggests that ethionamide may be better than p-aminosalicylic acid if a fifth drug is needed to construct a regimen with at least five effective drugs. Old studies have shown p-aminosalicylic acid to be a good companion drug to protect other drugs from developing resistance and also have shown efficacy in combination with first-line drugs (214, 215). It has recently been suggested by pediatric DR-TB experts that in children p-aminosalicylic acid may replace an injectable agent in the absence of better drugs (83). When p-aminosalicylic acid is used, experts recommend monitoring thyroid-stimulating hormone, electrolytes, blood counts, and liver function tests.

#### Pyrazinamide

Pyrazinamide, a nicotinamide analog, is a prodrug that is converted in vivo into pyrazinonic acid, which interferes with mycobacterial fatty acid synthase. Pyrazinamide has demonstrated effectiveness against *M. tuberculosis*; it is included in standard regimens for treatment of drug-susceptible TB and also used in regimens for MDR-TB (11, 16, 23). However, recent population-based studies conducted as part of multicountry surveillance activities have shown that pyrazinamide resistance is highly associated with rifampin resistance (217, 218). This finding, in conjunction with evidence that pyrazinamide efficacy is reduced in the setting of pncA gene mutations (219–222), underscores the importance of documenting drug susceptibility to pyrazinamide by WGS, molecular tests, or traditional DST, if the drug is to be included as part of a regimen for MDR-TB.

**PICO Question 17—Pyrazinamide:** In patients with MDR-TB, are outcomes safely improved when regimens include pyrazinamide compared with regimens that do not include pyrazinamide?

**Recommendation 17:** We suggest including pyrazinamide in a treatment regimen for patients with MDR-TB, when the *M. tuberculosis* isolate has not been found to be resistant to pyrazinamide (conditional recommendation, very low certainty of evidence).

**Conclusions.** When the individualized treatment regimen for patients with MDR-TB contains newer-generation, more-effective drugs, the addition of p-aminosalicylic acid does not appear to provide benefit.

**Research needs.** Given the limited armament of TB drugs available for treating MDR-TB, some experts have advocated for the evaluation of dose-optimized p-aminosalicylic acid to improve efficacy while minimizing toxicity (216). Research on whether p-aminosalicylic acid, among other agents, may offer protection against the acquisition of resistance to other drugs in the regimen would also be valuable.
Table 9. Doses of Drugs for Treatment of Adults and Children with Multidrug-Resistant Tuberculosis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Drug</th>
<th>Route of Administration</th>
<th>Adults</th>
<th>Children</th>
<th>Reduced Renal Function*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Levofloxacin Moxifloxacin</td>
<td>p.o./i.v. 750–1,000 mg daily†</td>
<td>15–20 mg/kg/d once daily†</td>
<td>3 times/wk</td>
<td>No change needed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>p.o./i.v. 400 to (600–800 mg) daily‡</td>
<td>10–15 mg/kg/d once daily</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Bedaquiline</td>
<td>p.o. 400 mg daily × 14 d then 200 mg 3 times/wk</td>
<td>&gt;12 yr and &gt;30 kg: adult dose</td>
<td>Studies ongoing in lower age groups and weights. Based on expert opinion, for children &gt;6 yr and weight 15–30 kg, half the adult dose can be used (200 mg/d × 2 wk then 100 mg M/W/F for 22–24 wk)</td>
<td>No change needed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;12 yr: based on modeled pharmacokinetic data for lower weight bands (7, 17, 310): 5–9 kg: 15 mg/kg once daily 10–23 kg: 12 mg/kg once daily &gt;23 kg: 10 mg/kg once daily</td>
<td>No change needed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Linezolid</td>
<td>p.o./i.v. 600 mg daily</td>
<td>&gt;12 yr: 10 mg/kg once daily (300 or 600 mg)</td>
<td>No change needed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Clofazimine Cycloserine/terizidone</td>
<td>p.o. 100 mg daily 250–750 mg daily§ to achieve serum 20–35 mg/L in plasma³</td>
<td>2–5 mg/kg/d</td>
<td>5–20 mg/kg/d</td>
<td>No change needed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>p.o. 15 mg/kg daily. Some clinicians prefer 25 mg/kg 3 times/wk</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Start with 250 mg daily and verify with TDM in setting of renal disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Amikacin</td>
<td>i.v./i.m. 15 mg/kg daily. Some clinicians prefer 25 mg/kg 3 times/wk</td>
<td>15–20 mg/kg/d</td>
<td>Patients with decreased renal function may require the 15-mg/kg dose to be given only 2–3 times/wk to allow for drug clearance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Streptomycin</td>
<td>i.v./i.m. 15 mg/kg daily. Some clinicians prefer 25 mg/kg 3 times/wk</td>
<td>15–20 mg/kg daily or 25–30 mg/kg twice weekly⁴</td>
<td>Patients with decreased renal function may require the 15-mg/kg dose to be given only 2–3 times/wk to allow for drug clearance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Delamanid</td>
<td>p.o. 100 mg twice daily</td>
<td>&gt;35 kg: adult dose &gt;6 yr and 20–34 kg: 50 mg twice daily &gt;3–5 yr and 10–20 kg: 25 mg twice daily Lower age/weight: studies ongoing</td>
<td>Mild to moderate renal insufficiency: no change. Severe insufficiency: limited data, use with caution</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ethambutol</td>
<td>p.o./i.v. Low dose (companion drug): 15 mg/kg daily High dose (bacteriostatic drug): 25 mg/kg daily</td>
<td>20–25 mg/kg/d</td>
<td>3 times/wk</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pyrazinamide</td>
<td>p.o. 25–40 mg/kg daily</td>
<td>30–40 mg/kg/d</td>
<td>3 times/wk</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued)
Pyrazinamide has been demonstrated to have substantial sterilizing activity as part of combination regimens and has allowed for treatment shortening in drug-susceptible TB (223, 224). Higher doses have been shown to be more effective in animal models and phase 2A studies, but doses of 40 to 70 mg/kg were found to be too toxic to be pursued further in human studies (224).

**Summary of the evidence.** Procedures and methodology to assemble and rank the certainty in the evidence are reported in Appendix A, with evidence profiles for PICO questions reported in Appendix B. Our PS-matched IPDMA compared outcomes in 1,986 individuals with isolates susceptible to pyrazinamide who received the drug with 307 individuals with isolates susceptible to pyrazinamide who did not receive the drug (3). However, the groups were not balanced with regard to other effective drugs; in particular, the patients not receiving pyrazinamide were more likely to receive linezolid and a later-generation fluoroquinolone. Thus, the ability to detect an effect of pyrazinamide might have been partially obscured. In a previous IPDMA, before linezolid and bedaquiline were more commonly used, administration of pyrazinamide among patients with susceptible isolates was associated with an aOR of 1.9 (95% CI, 1.3–2.9) for cure/complete versus failure/relapse and an aOR of 1.6 (95% CI, 1.3–2.1) for cure/complete versus failure/relapse/death, compared with patients receiving pyrazinamide whose isolates were resistant in vitro (6).

**Benefits.** In our PS-matched IPDMA, treatment success was significantly less likely with regimens containing pyrazinamide (aOR, 0.7; 95% CI, 0.5–0.9), but death was also significantly less frequent (aOR, 0.7; 95% CI, 0.6–0.8). This paradox may be due to confounding in our PS-matched IPDMA, as patients who did not receive pyrazinamide were substantially more likely to receive linezolid. Moreover, our PS-matched IPDMA did not assess the potential ability of pyrazinamide to...
contribute to treatment shortening, as has been achieved in drug-susceptible TB. Because pyrazinamide is associated with increased success only when used to treat patients whose isolates are susceptible to the drug (144), whenever feasible, the decision to include pyrazinamide in a regimen should be based on pyrazinamide susceptibility results.

In an IPDMA of children with MDR-TB, the addition of pyrazinamide to a regimen showed no benefit in the treatment of confirmed MDR-TB cases (aOR, 1.63; 95% CI, 0.41–6.56; P = 0.484) (113). Pyrazinamide resistance was, however, not tested and improved selection of cases on the basis of resistance might change this outcome.

**Harms.** Pyrazinamide has been used extensively in the treatment of TB, and toxicities are well documented (225). The most common is gastrointestinal upset or intolerance. In a recent review of the tolerability of TB drugs, pyrazinamide was associated with serious adverse events in 56 of 2,023 (2.8%) patients (226). This is consistent with previous reports of pyrazinamide toxicity (11, 225, 227). Hepatic enzyme elevations are common with pyrazinamide, and significant hepatotoxicity, although less common, can occur. Modest elevated serum uric acid levels are also expected, although the clinical significance of this is unclear. Nongouty polyarthralgias and hypersensitivity reactions can occur. Flares of clinical gout can also occur, especially in those with a history of prior gouty arthritis.

**Additional considerations.** All patients receiving pyrazinamide as part of an MDR-TB treatment regimen should be monitored carefully for signs or symptoms of hepatotoxicity and have their pyrazinamide dose held or decreased if such toxicity is detected. Isolated increases in uric acid without symptoms of gout are common and are not an indication to discontinue the drug. Recent population-based studies have found that pyrazinamide resistance is common in the setting of MDR-TB with some regional variability, suggesting that pyrazinamide susceptibility should be confirmed or suspected if the drug is included in the regimen (217, 228, 229). Although there are known challenges related to accurately determining phenotypic DST for pyrazinamide, recent highly predictive DNA sequencing techniques show significant promise for newer genomic approaches (230).

When included in the regimen, most experts use doses of 25 to 40 mg/kg/d orally. The recommended dose of pyrazinamide in children is 30 to 40 mg/kg daily.

**Conclusions.** We suggest including pyrazinamide in a regimen for the treatment of patients with MDR-TB, when the *M. tuberculosis* isolate has not been found resistant to pyrazinamide.

**Research needs.** Pyrazinamide is being evaluated as part of novel treatment regimens for both DS and MDR-TB in multiple clinical trials (56). Development of a reliable, simple molecular test for pyrazinamide susceptibility is a critically important research need. Dose optimization studies for pyrazinamide are warranted, as higher doses may be more efficacious but also may be more toxic.

**Building a Treatment Regimen for MDR-TB**

The guideline committee proposes a clinical strategy tool for building a treatment regimen for MDR-TB (Table 10). The clinical strategy tool incorporates the evidence-based review of the individual drugs, with consideration of the balance of benefits and harms for each drug, the experience of MDR-TB experts on the committee, as well as perspectives of patients. This clinical strategy tool encourages the building of all oral regimens with five effective drugs (to which the isolate is susceptible or has low likelihood of resistance) for the treatment of MDR-TB. In our PS-matched IPDMA, significant favorable synergies were identified with improved treatment success and reduced mortality when bedaquiline was used in combination with linezolid or clofazimine. As noted, amikacin and streptomycin show modest effectiveness when the patient’s isolate is susceptible to these drugs; however, because of their significant toxicities, aminoglycosides should be reserved for when a more-effective or less-toxic regimen cannot otherwise be assembled. The final choice of drugs and drug classes is contingent on many factors, including patient preferences, harms and benefits associated with agents, the capacity to appropriately monitor for significant adverse effects, consideration of drug–drug interactions, comorbidities, and drug availability. Final regimen development, therefore, is individualized and may differ substantially from the approach described in Table 10. Doses of the drugs for treating adults and children with MDR-TB are provided in Table 9, modified and updated from the 2016 ATS/CDC/IDSA Treatment of Drug-Susceptible TB Practice Guidelines (11).

**Role of Therapeutic Drug Monitoring in Treatment of MDR-TB**

Specific pharmacokinetic (PK)/pharmacodynamic (PD) targets, especially the AUC divided by the MIC over 24 hours (AUC0–24/MIC), are being recognized as playing an important role in determining efficacy (231). This has been demonstrated most clearly in hollow fiber systems *in vitro* that isolate the activity of the drug against the organism (232, 233). Further evidence has been provided by animal models (mouse, rabbit, nonhuman primates) and through human clinical trials (234–237). Drug levels are usually chosen to be four to five times greater than the MIC. Because of the complexities of clinical disease, it is more challenging to isolate the PK/PD contribution of individual drugs, but studies have nonetheless been informative on the relationships between efficacy and drug exposure (238–240). In human TB, a combination of drugs is used, and each patient has his or her unique duration of disease, host genetics, and particular strain of *M. tuberculosis*. The general term for these PK/PD data is “exposure–response” data (i.e., for a given amount of drug exposure, how much response can you expect?). Much of the published data focus on the first-line TB drugs, with some emerging data becoming available for second-line drugs (241–243).

In clinical practice, the actual MIC for each drug often is not available. Epidemiological cut-off values or “critical concentrations” that separate wild-type from more resistant isolates can be used for selecting what drugs to include in a regimen (244). These *in vitro* cut-offs are based on patterns of susceptibility compared with achievable concentrations within humans. An organism is not just “susceptible” as an inherent property; it is susceptible to inhibition or killing by specific, tested concentrations of the...
Clinical Strategy to Build an Individualized Treatment Regimen for MDR-TB

- Build a regimen using five or more drugs to which the isolate is susceptible (or has low likelihood of resistance), preferably with drugs that have not been used to treat the patient previously.
- Choice of drugs is contingent on capacity to appropriately monitor for significant adverse effects, patient comorbidities, and preferences/values (choices therefore subject to program and patient safety limitations).
- In children with TB disease who are contacts of infectious MDR-TB source cases, the source case’s isolate DST result should be used if an isolate is not obtained from the child.
- TB expert medical consultation is recommended (ungraded good practice statement).

Table 10. Clinical Strategy to Build an Individualized Treatment Regimen for MDR-TB

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step 1:</th>
<th>Choose one later-generation fluoroquinolone</th>
<th>Levofoxacin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Moxifloxacin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 2:</td>
<td>Choose both of these prioritized drugs</td>
<td>Bedaquiline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Linezolid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 3:</td>
<td>Choose both of these prioritized drugs</td>
<td>Clofazimine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cycloserine/terizidone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 4:</td>
<td>If a regimen cannot be assembled with five effective oral drugs, and the isolate is susceptible, use one of these injectable agents*</td>
<td>Amikacin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Streptomycin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 5:</td>
<td>If needed or if oral agents preferred over injectable agents in Step 4, use the following drugs‡</td>
<td>Delamanid²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pyrazinamide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ethambutol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 6:</td>
<td>If limited options and cannot assemble a regimen of five effective drugs, consider use of the following drugs</td>
<td>Ethionamide or prothionamide⁶</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Imipenem–cilastatin/clavulanate or meropenem/clavulanate¹¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>p-Aminosalicylic acid⁹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>High-dose isoniazid**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The following drugs are no longer recommended for inclusion in MDR-TB regimens:</td>
<td>Capreomycin and kanamycin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Amoxicillin/clavulanate (when used without a carbapenem)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Azithromycin and clarithromycin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Definition of abbreviations: DST = drug susceptibility testing; INH = isoniazid; IPDMA = individual patient data meta-analyses; MDR = multidrug-resistant; PS = propensity score; TB = tuberculosis.

*Amikacin and streptomycin should be used only when the patient’s isolate is susceptible to these drugs. Because of their toxicity, these drugs should be reserved for when more-effective or less-toxic therapies cannot be assembled to achieve a total of five effective drugs.

†Patient preferences in terms of the harms and benefits associated with injectables (the use of which is no longer obligatory), the capacity to appropriately monitor for significant adverse effects, consideration of drug–drug interactions, and patient comorbidities should be considered in selecting Step 5 agents over injectables. Ethambutol and pyrazinamide had mixed/marginal performance on outcomes assessed in our PS-matched IPDMA; however, some experts may prefer these drugs over injectable agents to build a regimen of at least five effective oral drugs. Use pyrazinamide and ethambutol only when the isolate is documented as susceptible.

‡Data on dosing and safety of delamanid are available in children ≥3 years of age.

¶Mutations in the inhA region of the Mycobacterium tuberculosis genome can confer resistance to ethionamide/prothionamide as well as to INH. In this situation, ethionamide/prothionamide may not be a good choice unless the isolate is shown to be susceptible in vitro testing.
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avoiding low serum concentrations seems advisable.

A common clinical practice is to collect samples at 2 and 6 hours after drug administration to measure concentrations that may distinguish normal drug absorption (a 2-h value within the normal range) from delayed absorption (a 6-h value greater than the 2-h value, approaching the normal range) and malabsorption (both values are below the normal range). This approach also works for injectable drugs. Furthermore, trough values for linezolid can be helpful (11, 231, 241, 242, 244). Although it is clearly possible to cure patients without TDM and even in the setting of lower serum drug concentrations, the available data suggest that the probability of cure decreases with decreasing drug concentrations (231–241). Given the incomplete information currently available, many expert clinicians use *in vitro* susceptibility data and TDM as available tools for optimizing the treatment of patients with MDR- and XDR-TB. For all patients, but in particular those receiving outpatient treatment, TDM should be coordinated and conducted using patient-centered approaches.

**Shorter-Course, Standardized, 9- to 12-Month Regimen for MDR-TB**

A randomized, phase 3, noninferiority trial, STREAM Stage 1 (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier: NCT02409290) was recently conducted to assess a shorter-course regimen composed of existing drugs for MDR-TB (8). This regimen had achieved success rates of 83% (95% CI, 71.0–90.3%) in cohort studies (249, 250). The shorter-course regimen is standardized and composed of kanamycin, moxifloxacin (in place of gatifloxacin, which was the fluoroquinolone originally used in the “Bangladesh” regimen), prothionamide, clofazimine, pyrazinamide, high-dose isoniazid, and ethambutol for an initial period (4–6 mo) and moxifloxacin, clofazimine, pyrazinamide, and ethambutol for the continuation phase (5 mo) (23). The total duration of therapy is between 9 and 11 months, compared with an individualized regimen of 18 to 24 months of therapy. The medication costs of the shorter regimen are believed to be less than that of conventional regimens, currently undergoing a formal economic evaluation as part of the STREAM trials (251).

**PICO Question 18—Shorter-course, standardized regimen:** In patients with MDR-TB, does treatment with a standardized MDR-TB regimen for ≤12 months lead to better outcomes than treatment with an MDR-TB regimen for 18–24 months?

**Recommendation 18:** The shorter-course regimen is standardized with the use of kanamycin (which the committee recommends against using) and includes drugs for which there is documented or high likelihood of resistance (e.g., isoniazid, ethionamide, pyrazinamide). Although the STREAM Stage 1 randomized trial found the shorter-course regimen to be noninferior to longer injectable-containing regimens with respect to the primary efficacy outcome (8), the guideline committee cannot make a recommendation either for or against this standardized shorter-course regimen, compared with longer individualized all-oral regimens that can be composed in accordance with the recommendations in this practice guideline. We make a research recommendation for the conduct of randomized clinical trials evaluating the efficacy, safety, and tolerability of modified shorter-course regimens that include newer oral agents, exclude injectables, and include drugs for which susceptibility is documented or highly likely.

**Summary of the Evidence**

In the STREAM Stage 1 clinical trial, of 424 participants who underwent randomization, 383 were included in the modified intention-to-treat population (8). Favorable status was reported in 79.8% of participants in the long-regimen group and in 78.8% of those in the short-regimen group—a difference, with adjustment for HIV status, of 1.0 percentage point (95% CI, −7.5 to 9.5). The results with respect to noninferiority were consistent among the 321 participants in the per-protocol population. Procedures and methodology to assemble and rank the certainty in the evidence are reported in Appendix A, with evidence profiles for PICO questions reported in Appendix B. In our PS-matched IPDMA of 12,030 patients (n = 50 studies), 169 (n = 33 studies) were eligible for analysis of death and 1369 (n = 33 studies) were eligible for analysis of treatment success (249) once the criteria used for the shorter-course regimen were applied (249). There were data from 532 individuals (n = 3 studies) on the shorter regimen available for analysis of death and 498 (n = 3 studies) for analysis of treatment success. After using PS matching to adjust for age, sex, HIV, smear status, past TB treatment with first-line drugs, and number of effective drugs, there were no statistically significant associations for the shorter regimen with treatment success (aOR, 0.5; 95% CI, 0.02–13), or deaths (aOR, 1.7; 95% CI, 0.6–4.6), compared with individualized regimens.

**Benefits**

The shorter regimen allows for a significantly shorter duration of therapy compared with the individualized regimen and consequently less pill burden, medication cost, and associated provider administration costs. The burden on patients of lost productivity or lost wages and out-of-pocket costs is considerably less with a shorter regimen. From preliminary results of the STREAM Stage 1 trial, there was a documented reduction in costs to patients due to less time away from work, fewer clinic visits, and less spending on supplementary food (252).

**Harms**

In the STREAM Stage 1 clinical trial, an adverse event of grade 3 or higher occurred in 45.4% of participants in the long-regimen group and in 48.2% in the short-regimen group (8). Prolongation of either the QT interval or the QTc to 500 milliseconds occurred in 11.0% of participants in the short-regimen group, compared with 6.4% in the long-regimen group (P = 0.14). Death occurred in 8.5% of participants in the short-regimen group and in 6.4% in the long-regimen group, and acquired resistance to fluoroquinolones or aminoglycosides occurred in 3.3% and 2.3%, respectively. Among the participants who had HIV coinfection at baseline, 18 of 103 (17.5%) in the short-regimen group died, compared with 4 of 50 (8.0%) in the
PICO Question 19—Surgery for MDR-TB: Should elective lung resection surgery (i.e., lobectomy or pneumonectomy) be used as an adjunctive therapeutic option in combination with antimicrobial therapy, versus medical therapy alone, for adults with MDR-TB?

Recommendation 19a: We suggest elective partial lung resection (e.g., lobectomy or wedge resection), rather than medical therapy alone, for adults with MDR-TB receiving antimicrobial-based therapy (conditional recommendation, very low certainty in the evidence). The writing committee believes this option would be beneficial for patients for whom clinical judgement, supported by bacteriological and radiographic data, suggests a strong risk of treatment failure or relapse with medical therapy alone.

Recommendation 19b: We suggest medical therapy alone, rather than including elective total lung resection (pneumonectomy), for adults with MDR-TB receiving antimicrobial therapy (conditional recommendation, very low certainty in the evidence).

Long-regimen group (HR in a post hoc analysis, 2.23; 95% CI, 0.76–6.60) (8). Similarly, in a recently published IPDMA, a greater proportion of individuals who received the shorter regimen had less treatment success and more death (249). In the IPDMA, other adverse effects were also statistically insignificant with the shorter regimen, including deafness and ototoxicity (relative risk, 1.5; 95% CI, 0.6–4.0), liver injury (relative risk, 2.2; 95% CI, 0.5–10.3), hepatitis (relative risk, 2.5; 95% CI, 0.3–21.2), and renal impairment (relative risk, 4.5; 95% CI, 0.6–35.2). One of the most concerning adverse effects of the shorter regimen is hearing loss, with 7.1% reported in the African study and between 0% and 23% in the meta-analysis (249, 250). The STREAM Stage 1 trial found that ear and labyrinth disorders occurred in 7.4% participants on the shorter regimen, compared with 5.7% with the longer regimen, which was not statistically significant (8); the frequency may have been lower than in cohort studies because hearing loss was not monitored by audiometry in STREAM Stage 1.

Additional Considerations

When applying the eligibility criteria from WHO for using the shorter-course, standardized regimen to the population included in our PS-matched IPDMA (7, 253), >15% of individuals would have been eligible for the standardized, shorter regimen. In Europe, patient eligibility for the shorter-course regimen has ranged from 7.9% (48 of 612 new cases) in a study performed at TB reference centers (254) to 16.9% in a surveillance-based study performed by the European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC) (93, 107, 255). In the United States, >15% of patients with MDR-TB would be eligible for the shorter-course MDR-TB regimen (256). Data from California showed either 14.6% or 20.5% eligibility, based on whether high-dose isoniazid or ethionamide would be determined effective on the basis of genetic katG or inhA mutations, respectively (257). The availability of molecular and growth-based DST is key to determining the potential eligibility of shorter-course regimen use. The combined use of both modalities can better inform drug resistance and potential treatment regimens. High-dose isoniazid is likely to be active against organisms with low-level isoniazid resistance, ethionamide is more likely to be active against organisms with low-level isoniazid resistance, commonly associated with a mutation in the inhA gene that also confers resistance to ethionamide (257). Ethionamide is more likely to be active against M. tuberculosis organisms with high-level resistance to isoniazid, associated with a mutation in katG and which are less commonly resistant to ethionamide (257). Global data have shown that katG is present in 64.3% of the cases tested and inhA in 19.2%, with some regional differences (258). The shorter regimen includes both ethionamide and high-dose isoniazid and therefore is likely to be effective against both of these common MDR-TB resistance patterns (257, 259). There is uncertainty regarding the diagnostic accuracy and reproducibility of ethambutol and pyrazinamide growth-based DST assays (260). For ethambutol, the ECDC has reported that the growth-based DST when performed on Mycobacteria Growth Indicator Tube (MGIT) is reliable (107), whereas Model Performance Evaluation Program data have identified variability in detecting ethambutol resistance, with the majority of laboratories having disagreement on one to several strains with ethambutol resistance (261). Alternatively, molecular testing for pncA mutations as a method for determining pyrazinamide resistance may be more reliable, because on average 85% of TB strains resistant to pyrazinamide will have such a mutation (217, 221, 222). In limited-resource settings, testing all the drugs composing the shorter-course regimen may not be possible (106, 108). In contrast, in Europe, DST for ethambutol (93, 107) and pyrazinamide (106) is well studied, but katG and inhA genetic mutations are not. In the United States, growth-based DST data are available for ethambutol, pyrazinamide, high- and low-level isoniazid, and ethionamide, and molecular testing is available through some state public health laboratories and through the CDC’s MDDR service (257). Therefore, considering patients with either katG or inhA (but not both) mutations to be eligible for the shorter regimen might be rational. Last, the rate of cross-resistance between ofoxacin and moxifloxacin is likely not complete. Data from the ECDC showed that 81% of M. tuberculosis isolates that were resistant to ofoxacin were also resistant to moxifloxacin. However, other settings (e.g., Bangladesh and Pakistan) have shown cross-resistance as low as 7% (107).

Conclusions

The shorter-course regimen was judged by the guidelines committee to have minimal desirable effects (on treatment success, mortality, and culture conversions) and small to moderate undesirable effects (adverse events, limited applicability, and the use of kanamycin as part of the standardized regimen), and includes drugs for which there is documented or high likelihood of resistance (e.g., isoniazid, ethionamide, and pyrazinamide). Although the WHO’s STREAM Stage 1 randomized trial found the shorter-course regimen to be noninferior to a long regimen with respect to the primary efficacy outcome (8), the guideline committee cannot make a recommendation either for or against this standardized shorter-course regimen compared...
**Recommendation 20a:** We suggest adding a later-generation fluoroquinolone to a 6-month regimen of daily rifampin, ethambutol, and pyrazinamide for patients with isoniazid-resistant TB (conditional recommendation, very low certainty in the evidence).

**Recommendation 20b:** In patients with isoniazid-resistant TB treated with a daily regimen of a later-generation fluoroquinolone, rifampin, ethambutol, and pyrazinamide, we suggest that the duration of pyrazinamide can be shortened to 2 months in selected situations (i.e., noncavitary and lower-burden disease or toxicity from pyrazinamide) (conditional recommendation, very low certainty in the evidence).

---

**Role of Surgery in MDR-TB**

Surgery was one of the first therapeutic approaches for treating TB. It was replaced by chemotherapy between 1960 and 1975. However, several scientific societies and national and international organizations suggest consideration of surgery as an adjunctive therapy for MDR-TB. This is based on the results of observational retrospective studies. Selected indications are highlighted, including failure of drug therapy, relapse, localized (e.g., an isolated cavity) or extensive pulmonary TB, and clinical complications (e.g., hemoptysis or empyema) (23, 263–270).

**Summary of the Evidence**

Systematic reviews and meta-analyses have been performed on the role of surgery in patients with MDR- and XDR-TB (263, 271, 272). The main limitation of systematic reviews of surgery in MDR and XDR-TB that summarize results of observational studies combining study-level data is the tremendous variability in patient characteristics, background chemotherapy regimens, and types of surgical procedures (263, 271, 272). An IPDMA of surgery in MDR-TB was designed to address those shortcomings (271). Procedures and methodology to assemble and rank the certainty in the evidence are reported in **Appendix A**, with evidence profiles for PICO questions reported in **Appendix B**.

The IPDMA identified 67 cohort studies, of which 45 could not be used because either individual patient data were not available or the surgical status of patients was not known. Twenty-six studies comprising 6,431 patients with MDR-TB were included (271). We used data from this IPDMA to generate the evidence profiles. Despite the analytic advantages of an IPDMA, which allows for adjustment on baseline imbalance in many prognostic factors, there was a substantial residual risk of bias in the results. There is no information about the impact of surgery on adverse effects or quality of life.

**Benefits**

Patients with partial lung resection had a higher probability of treatment success, as opposed to treatment failure, relapse, or death (aOR, 3.0; 95% CI, 1.5–5.9). However, the estimate is very uncertain because of the limitations of individual studies and lack of precision in results.

**Harms**

In the published IPDMA, a substantially higher proportion of patients who had a pneumonectomy died (8.5%) compared with those who had a partial resection (2.2%), but the authors could not establish whether patients died as a result of surgical complications or of their TB (271). The estimates of the effects of pneumonectomy on risk of death (aOR, 1.8; 95% CI, 0.6–5.1) and treatment success (aOR, 0.8; 95% CI, 0.1–6.0) were not statistically significant. As for partial lung resection, both estimates are very uncertain. Treatment success in patients with XDR-TB was noted to be lower when patients underwent surgery compared with patients who did not (aOR,
0.4; 95% CI, 0.2–0.9), an effect that was heterogeneous across studies and may also be confounded by factors that predisposed to poor outcomes in these patients (271). Alternatively, patients who were healthy enough to withstand surgery may have intrinsically lower mortality, so it is difficult to predict the direction of potential bias.

**Additional Considerations**

In the MDR-TB treatment guidelines updated in 2016, WHO recommended elective partial surgery as an intervention complementary to chemotherapy in specifically selected individuals (23). The committee acknowledged there is significant uncertainty, with a paucity of publications and data regarding patient preferences, acceptability by surgical personnel, cost, and feasibility of performing elective surgery as an intervention for MDR-TB.

**Conclusions**

On the basis of the limited evidence that is available, there appears to be a net benefit from an elective partial lung resection (e.g., lobectomy or wedge resection) when offered together with a recommended MDR-TB regimen, compared with medical therapy alone. Committee members believed that this therapeutic option would probably be more beneficial when clinical judgement, supported by bacteriological and radiographic data, suggests a strong risk of relapse or treatment failure with medical regimen alone. We found no currently available evidence that pneumonectomy would be beneficial for patients with MDR TB receiving a background drug regimen.

**Research Needs**

Rigorously designed and conducted studies, ideally well-done randomized trials that measure and report benefits but also adverse effects and quality of life, are needed to clarify the role of surgery in the management of patients with MDR-TB. The following specific issues need to be addressed: the optimal timing for surgery, the optimal drug regimens and their duration before and after surgery, the role of surgery in special populations and patients with comorbid conditions (e.g., those living with HIV), the optimal surgical approaches, the optimal infection control measures to be implemented perioperatively, and the role of pulmonary rehabilitation (263, 267, 270, 273).

---

**Treatment of Isoniazid-Resistant TB**

Isoniazid is an important first-line agent for the treatment of TB, possessing potent early bactericidal activity against *M. tuberculosis*. However, monoresistance to isoniazid is frequent worldwide, with an estimated prevalence of 8% (range, 5–11%) of TB cases (12). A recent systematic review and meta-analysis compared the treatment outcomes of isoniazid-resistant TB to outcomes of drug-susceptible TB and found that treatment of isoniazid-resistant TB with first-line drugs resulted in suboptimal outcomes, with higher treatment failure (11% vs. 1%) and relapse (10% vs. 5%) (274). In addition, the study found that standardized empirical treatment of new isoniazid-resistant TB cases may be contributing to higher rates of acquired drug resistance (8% vs. 0.3%). Prior ATS, CDC, and IDSA guidelines recommended treatment with a standard four-drug regimen (isoniazid, rifampin, pyrazinamide, and ethambutol) for 6 months, with discontinuation of isoniazid after the results of DST are known and if isoniazid resistance was found (275).

**Summary of the Evidence**

Procedures and methodology to assemble and rank the certainty in the evidence are reported in Appendix A, with evidence profiles for PICO questions reported in Appendix B. An IPDMA of 33 datasets with 6,424 patients, of whom 3,923 patients in 23 studies received regimens related to isoniazid-resistant TB, was used as the evidence (276). Regimens of interest for our analyses (all with or without isoniazid) were 1) rifampin, ethambutol, and pyrazinamide; and 2) rifampin, ethambutol, and pyrazinamide, plus a fluoroquinolone. For these analyses, isoniazid-resistant TB was defined based on phenotypic resistance to isoniazid and susceptibility to rifampicin, with or without additional resistance to pyrazinamide, ethambutol, or streptomycin. Critical concentrations of 0.1 μg/ml or 0.2 μg/ml were used in 21 out of 23 centers for the definition of resistance to isoniazid (276). For PICO Question 20a, we found few studies that used regimens of 6 months of rifampin, ethambutol, and pyrazinamide, plus a fluoroquinolone, but several that used regimens of 8 to 9 months of this regimen; hence, we combined 6 with >6 months for this PICO. For the comparator of rifampin, ethambutol, pyrazinamide with or without isoniazid, we similarly combined regimens of 6 and >6 months’ duration regimens, after comparison between these durations showed outcomes were not significantly different. For PICO Question 20b, few patients received regimens that had a fluoroquinolone, rifampin, ethambutol, and a shorter duration of pyrazinamide. A total of 118 patients received 1 to 3 months of pyrazinamide in conjunction with 6 and >6 months’ durations of rifampin, ethambutol, and fluoroquinolone-containing regimen and were available for analyses.

**Benefits**

Compared with 6 months of daily rifampin, ethambutol, and pyrazinamide (with or without isoniazid), adding a fluoroquinolone to this regimen was associated with significantly greater treatment success (aOR, 2.8; 95% CI, 1.1–7.3) but with no significant effect on mortality (aOR, 0.7; 95% CI, 0.4–1.1) or acquired rifampicin resistance (aOR, 0.1; 95% CI, 0.0–1.2). When evaluating the impact of shortening the duration of pyrazinamide (ranging from 1–3 mo) in a regimen that contains a fluoroquinolone, the treatment success was very high, with 117 of 118 patients achieving treatment success. On the other hand, comparisons of shorter pyrazinamide regimens to regimens including both a fluoroquinolone and pyrazinamide for >6 months did not show significantly different results (aOR, 5.2; 95% CI, 0.6–46.7). Similar results were obtained when the comparisons were restricted to patients receiving later-generation fluoroquinolones, namely moxifloxacin, levofloxacin, and gatifloxacin (data not shown).

**Harms**

The outcome of adverse events from TB drugs was intended to be assessed in the IPDMA but could not be analyzed because these outcomes were either not reported or reported with very different definitions. The adverse events associated with TB drugs, especially pyrazinamide, are well established (227, 277).

**Additional Considerations**

We note that the estimates of effect were imprecise from the IPDMA because of the small number of patients who received the
regimens of interest. Given that pyrazinamide is the most toxic of the present first-line drugs, a key potential advantage of adding a fluoroquinolone would be to shorten the duration of pyrazinamide to the initial 2 months of treatment. Although the IPDMA only had 118 patients receiving fluoroquinolone-containing regimens with shorter durations of pyrazinamide, it is noted that treatment success was very high in this group (117 of 118). On the basis of the efficacy signals seen and the known toxicities of prolonged pyrazinamide, the committee viewed the balance of benefits and harms to favor shortening the duration of

Table 11. Select Antiretroviral and Non–Rifamycin-based Antituberculosis Drug Overlapping Toxicities and Potential Adverse Drug–Drug Interactions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potential Overlapping Toxicities and Drug–Drug Interactions</th>
<th>Antiretroviral Drugs</th>
<th>Non–Rifamycin TB Drugs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Arrhythmias, QT interval prolongation                        | Lopinavir/ritonavir, efavirenz  
  Note PR interval prolongation* with atazanavir, lopinavir/ritonavir | Fluoroquinolones†, bedaquiline, delamanid, clofazimine |
| Hepatic cytochrome P450 enzyme system metabolism             | Induce CYP P450 metabolism: efavirenz, etravirine, and nevirapine  
  Impede CYP P450 metabolism: protease inhibitors, cobicistat | Bedaquiline, delamanid |
| Nephrotoxicity                                               | Tenofovir,† atazanavir  
  Isolated creatinine elevation‡; cobicistat, dolutegravir | Aminoglycosides, capreomycin |
| Mental health changes (depression, psychosis, dizziness, etc.) | Efavirenz, rilpivirine; dolutegravir, elvitegravir, raltegravir | Cycloserine, isoniazid, ethionamide, fluoroquinolones‡ |
| Peripheral neuropathy                                        | Stavudine, zidovudine | Fludarabine |
| Hepatotoxicity                                               | Lactic acidosis with hepatic steatosis  
  higher risk with stavudine, zidovudine; protease inhibitors; nevirapine (higher risk in patients with elevated CD4 cell counts); less common with efavirenz, etravirine and rilpivirine; maraviroc  
  Indirect hyperbilirubinemia‡: atazanavir | Isoniazid, pyrazinamide, ethionamide, p-aminosalicylic acid, clofazimine |
| Skin rash                                                    | Nevirapine (higher risk in patients with elevated CD4 cell counts), efavirenz, etravirine, rilpivirine. Any protease inhibitor (especially those containing sulfonamide moiety: e.g., darunavir); abacavir (hypersensitive reaction a risk in patient who are HLA-B5701 positive); raltegravir | All TB drugs  
  Note skin pigmentation with clofazimine use  
  Thioacetazone should be avoided in people with HIV, because of an elevated risk of a severe adverse skin reaction |
| Dysglycemia                                                  | Lopinavir/ritonavir, ritonavir, stavudine, zidovudine | Ethionamide, p-aminosalicylic acid, fluorquinolones, linezolid |
| Myelosuppression/cytopenias                                  | Zidovudine | Linezolid |
| Lactic acidosis                                              | Stavudine, zidovudine | Linezolid |

Definition of abbreviation: TB = tuberculosis.

Saquinavir, indinavir, fosamprenavir, tipranavir, and didanosine are older antiretroviral drugs that are rarely used in the United States. They do have many of the adverse interactions listed above with select TB drugs, and clinicians considering the use of these agents should therefore consult with an expert.

*Use with caution in patients with underlying cardiac dysrhythmia.

†Fluoroquinolones include ciprofloxacin, ofloxacin, levofloxacin, gatifloxacin, and moxifloxacin.

‡Tenofovir alafenamide is a prodrug of tenofovir and U.S. Food and Drug Administration approved in 2015. It is associated with decreased incidence of osteoporosis and nephrotoxicity compared with tenofovir disoproxil fumarate through achieving higher intracellular drug concentrations with a lower dose administered.

§Increases in serum creatinine via decrease in renal tubular creatinine excretion are commonly seen with cobicistat and dolutegravir usage. This is not a toxicity.

††Indirect hyperbilirubinemia is expected with atazanavir and indinavir. This is not a toxicity.
pyrazinamide when a later-generation fluoroquinolone is included in the regimen in patients in whom there is toxicity anticipated or experienced because of pyrazinamide or when the patient has noncavitary, lower burden of disease. Finally, plasma peak concentration and exposure to moxifloxacin have been shown to decrease by approximately 30% when coadministered with rifampin (278, 279). The impact of these decreased exposures on outcomes has not been established. However, some experts opt to use levofloxacin when combined with rifampin.

Conclusions
We conclude that in patients with isoniazid-resistant TB, the addition of a later-generation fluoroquinolone to 6 months of daily rifampin, ethambutol, and pyrazinamide improves treatment success rates. In patients in whom toxicity from pyrazinamide is anticipated or experienced, or in patients with active TB with lower burden of disease (i.e., noncavitary), the committee viewed the balance of benefits and harms to favor shortening the duration of pyrazinamide when a later-generation fluoroquinolone is included in the regimen, acknowledging that the certainty in the evidence is very low and more research is needed.

Research Needs
All but 2 of the 23 studies included in the IPDMA were observational. Moreover, the analyzed population included only 37 children, 119 patients with diabetes, and 249 patients with HIV infection. Given the burden of isoniazid-resistant TB worldwide, clinical trials that include these special populations and evaluate new regimens, including the evaluation of the efficacy, safety, and tolerability of shorter versus longer durations of pyrazinamide, are urgently needed.

Treatment of MDR-TB in Special Situations

HIV Infection
Among patients with HIV and TB, rifampin resistance has been identified more often compared with those without HIV (280, 281). Patients with MDR-TB and HIV have up to a fourfold higher risk of mortality compared with patients with MDR-TB without HIV (282). Low CD4 cell counts (e.g., ≤50 cells/μL) in patients with HIV and MDR-TB further correlate with higher mortality (283, 284). Numerous practice guidelines recommend HIV testing of people with suspected or confirmed TB (11, 20, 34, 285), regardless of drug resistance. Because of their high risk for mortality early in the course of TB disease, people with HIV in whom TB is suspected are recommended to receive rapid testing for TB using nucleic acid amplification tests coupled with molecular diagnostic DST for rifampin (with or without isoniazid) (13, 20).

For patients with HIV receiving therapy for drug-susceptible TB, studies found significantly lower mortality among patients receiving concurrent antiretroviral therapy (ART) compared with those not receiving ART (286–288). U.S. practice guidelines recommend starting ART within 2 weeks of initiating treatment for drug-susceptible non-CNS TB for patients with CD4 cell counts <50 cells/μL and by 8 to 12 weeks for patients with higher CD4 cell counts (11, 289). Although the optimal timing for starting ART to reduce patient mortality has not yet been adequately determined for patients with MDR-TB, lower mortality rates have been shown in multiple studies among patients with MDR-TB receiving concurrent ART compared with those not receiving ART (283, 290–297), especially among patients with TB with CD4 counts <50 cells/μL (283, 292). The decreased mortality seen in patients treated for MDR-TB who concurrently receive ART, especially among those with CD4 cell counts <50 cells/μL, supports a similar ART management approach as recommended for drug-susceptible TB.

MDR-TB of the CNS in patients with HIV presents additional challenges. TB meningitis with isoniazid-resistant TB, RR-TB, or MDR-TB can be associated with higher mortality compared with drug-susceptible disease (298–300). Starting ART early in patients with TB is associated with a higher incidence of immune reconstitution inflammatory syndrome (286, 288, 301), and this can be even more problematic in CNS disease. A recent study in Vietnam of patients with advanced AIDS found a higher incidence of potentially life-threatening (grade 4) adverse events among patients with TB meningitis starting ART early compared with those delaying ART until after 2 months of standardized first-line TB treatment and did not show a survival benefit of starting ART early (302). It has been recommended to delay starting ART by 8 weeks in patients with CNS TB and HIV (11); however, there is a paucity of data in patients with MDR-TB of the CNS. The optimal approach for initiation of ART in patients with this medical condition remains uncertain, and close clinical monitoring is warranted.

Drug interactions between antiretroviral and anti-TB agents are common in the management of patients with HIV and TB, particularly with rifamycins. Because the rifamycins (with the possible exception of rifabutin) are not used for treatment of MDR-TB, interactions of other TB medication classes with ART should be considered. Bedaquiline and/or delamanid might be considered for use in patients with HIV. Although efavirenz can produce a decrease in serum bedaquiline concentrations and this combination is avoided, other ART drugs, including the protease inhibitors and cobicistat, can result in increased serum bedaquiline levels. The current WHO recommendations for the use of delamanid apply to patients living with HIV (7). Drug–drug interaction studies in healthy volunteers of delamanid with tenofovir, efavirenz, and lopinavir/ritonavir show that no dose adjustments were needed (303). Nonetheless, when delamanid is included in the regimen for MDR-TB in HIV-infected patients, the design of their...
ART regimens should be developed in consultation with HIV and ART experts. A thorough review of all patients’ medications should be performed, in consultation with MDR-TB experts, to select individualized regimens with less potential for overlapping ART/TB drug toxicities (Table 11). Useful webpages regarding drug interactions (TB/HIV and other) are available from AIDSinfo (https://aidsinfo.nih.gov/guidelines), CDC (http://www.cdc.gov/tb/publications/guidelines/TB_HIV_Drugs/default.htm), University of California San Francisco (http://hivinsite.ucsf.edu/inside?page=ar-00-02), University of Liverpool (http://www.hiv-druginteractions.org/), and Indiana University (http://medicine.iupui.edu/clinpharm/ddis/).

The management of MDR-TB is more complex among patients with HIV infection. The higher pill burden of combined ART with expanded TB drug therapy, potential drug–drug interactions, the management of immune reconstitution inflammatory syndrome, and other concurrent HIV-associated opportunistic diseases all pose unique challenges in the care of these patients. The management of patients with HIV and MDR-TB can best be performed by a multidisciplinary care team composed of health providers experienced in MDR-TB, HIV, and public health case management (304, 305). MDR-TB experts can be found through CDC-sponsored TB Centers of Excellence for Training, Education, and Medical Consultation (http://www.cdc.gov/tb/education/rmtc/default.htm), national, state and local TB control programs (https://www.cdc.gov/tb/links/rboffices.htm), and international MDR-TB expert groups such as the Global TB Network (6).

**Children**

On the basis of recent modeling studies, it is estimated that there are about 1 million Incident cases of TB in children annually and 230,000 deaths caused by the disease (306, 307). About 35,000 cases of MDR- and XDR-TB occur in children annually (308, 309). Our PS-matched IPDMA did not include sufficient numbers of children to allow the formulations of GRADE-based recommendations. Nonetheless, on the basis of a recent IPDMA of 975 children with MDR-TB from 18 countries, recent pharmacokinetic studies in children, and several observational studies showing good outcomes, the recommendations noted on choice of drugs, composition of regimens, and durations of treatment for adults can also be applied to children with MDR-TB (113, 119, 124, 161, 165, 170, 200, 310).

There are some special considerations for formulating effective regimens for children of various ages and adolescents. The bacterial burden in young children with TB is much smaller than that in adults with TB. As a result, most drug resistance in children was present when the organism was inhaled (primary resistance), and further development of resistance while on therapy (secondary resistance) is much less common in children. However, the paucibacillary nature of childhood TB also makes microbiologic confirmation much more difficult. The only way to determine drug susceptibility in cases that meet clinical definitions of TB disease (i.e., microbiologic confirmation is not available) is by linking the child to a specific source case for whom the drug susceptibilities of the organism are known. Linking the child and a specific case is more feasible in low-burden settings to which these guidelines apply but can be difficult in high-burden settings when there may be more than one possible source case. Also, standard definitions of relapse and treatment failure for pediatric TB trials are inconsistent because the low burden of organisms in children makes microbiologic confirmation of these outcomes difficult.

There are several technical factors that can affect the outcome of treatment for MDR- and XDR-TB in children. The two age extremes of childhood have been somewhat neglected in studies of MDR- and XDR-TB. Little is known about the pharmacokinetics, safety, and tolerability of the drugs used to treat drug-resistant TB in neonates, infants, and toddlers (115). Children, especially those <2 years of age, are more prone to developing disseminated TB, including meningitis. Drugs that penetrate well into the CSF, such as linezolid, might have an advantage over drugs that appear to have less penetration, such as ethambutol and bedaquiline.

Adolescents can develop TB similar to that found either in adults or in young children. However, adolescent patients often have been excluded from TB treatment trials. Most of the oral drugs used to treat MDR- and XDR-TB are not licensed for children. Although the Global Drug Facility has pediatric dispersible tablets available (http://stoptb.org/pdf/drugsupply/drugs_available.asp), these formulations are not registered with FDA or the European Medicines Agency, which has limited commercial availability of child-friendly dosage forms. As a result, for younger children, the medication often has to be crushed or put into suspension or capsules once opened, and the pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics of these various preparations are unknown. HIV-infected children may be exposed to lower concentrations of certain orally administered drugs than HIV-uninfected children given the same bodyweight dose. Unfortunately, the pharmacokinetics in HIV-infected children of drugs used to treat MDR- and XDR-TB are largely unstudied. Children generally have a more difficult time tolerating injectable medications because of pain and the fact that many children with TB are malnourished and have diminished muscle mass. With the recent development of new oral drugs, it is hoped that injectable drugs can be avoided in children whenever possible. Fortunately, children generally tolerate the oral TB drugs better than adults, with fewer serious adverse events resulting in fewer breaks in therapy. Also, most children with TB have not developed the common chronic diseases of adulthood and will not suffer complications of them during treatment. However, drug adverse effects can be difficult to assess in children and likely are underreported. In general, the same schedules used to monitor adverse events and laboratory abnormalities in adult patients treated for MDR- or XDR-TB also should be used for children.

**Outcomes of MDR-TB treatment in children.** A recently published systematic review (33 studies) and IPDMA (28 of the studies) described treatment outcomes for 975 children with MDR-TB using random effects multivariate logistical regression adjusted for age, sex, HIV infection, malnutrition, severe extrapulmonary disease, and severe pulmonary disease on chest radiograph (113). Overall, 78% had a successful treatment outcome, including 75% of the microbiologically confirmed cases. However, treatment was successful in only 56% of HIV-infected children who did not also receive ART during TB treatment compared with an 82% success rate in those also treated with ART. In children with confirmed MDR-TB, the use of injectable agents and high-dose isoniazid was associated with treatment success. Unfortunately, limitations of this study included that the vast majority of patients...
came from one site (Cape Town, South Africa), difficulty in estimating the
treatment effects of individual drugs within
multidrug regimens, the availability of only
observational cohort studies, and that
treatment decisions were based on the
clinician’s perception of illness, with
resulting potential for bias.

Conclusions. Excellent treatment outcomes have been demonstrated in both
trials and extensive clinical experience for
children with MDR- and XDR-TB using
individualized treatment regimens with the
currently available drugs. Microbiologic
cure and probable cure rates in children can
reach 80% to 90% with early recognition of
drug resistance and adequate treatment
(311). The greatest difficulties have been
recognizing that the child has MDR-TB and
the ability of the child to tolerate injectable
drugs; fortunately, with expanded
knowledge of and experience with the
newer oral drugs, such as bedaquiline and
delamanid, pediatricians with expertise in
MDR-TB believe that the majority of
children with MDR-TB likely can be cured
with an all-oral drug regimen.

Pregnant Women
Untreated MDR-TB during pregnancy can
be associated with adverse maternal and
fetal outcomes. Crucial gaps exist in the
literature on treatment of MDR-TB in
pregnant women, including the
effectiveness, safety, and tolerability of
available treatment regimens, as well as
timing and duration of second-line drugs. In
support of these guidelines, we conducted a
systematic literature review with a focus on
pregnant women with MDR-TB and
included all original research reporting
MDR-TB treatment outcomes during
pregnancy, including case reports and case
series, in all languages. We excluded animal
studies, review articles, letters to the editor,
and articles without documentation of
MDR-TB treatment during pregnancy. Full-
text review and data extraction were
conducted by three reviewers. Our initial
search yielded 280 publications, of which 16
met inclusion criteria for full-text review
(312–327); however, 3 publications were
eventually excluded because of lack of data on
medications or outcomes (315, 325,
327). The remaining 13 articles were
observational case reviews without any
comparison groups. Treatment regimens
reported were individualized according to
drug susceptibility and tolerability of drugs.

Summary of the evidence. Of the 65
pregnant women for whom MDR-TB
treatment outcome data were available, 49%
(n = 32) were cured and 20% (n = 13)
completed treatment for a treatment
success proportion of 69%. Fourteen
percent (n = 9) of the women died.
Treatment failure was reported in 9%
(n = 6), and 3% (n = 2) were lost to follow-
up. Across these studies, four women were
still receiving treatment at the time of
publication. Fetal outcomes included 78.5%
(n = 51) healthy births, with eight
children being born premature or having
low birth weight. Medical abortions were
obtained by 12% of the patients (n = 8), and
3% (n = 2) underwent spontaneous
abortions. Stillbirth was reported for one
child (1.5%), 3% (n = 2) of children were
born with HIV, and 1.5% (n = 1) had
TB/HIV coinfection.

Conclusions. On the basis of the limited
data available, we conclude that there is
evidence to support treatment of MDR-TB
during pregnancy, including the prescription
of second-line drugs. Most of the second-line
drugs are pregnancy category C per the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration, with the
exception of bedaquiline and meropenem,
which are classified as category B (according
to the previous FDA letter-based
classification system, currently undergoing
revision [328]), and aminoglycosides, which
are category D (71, 320, 329). Despite low
cure rates reported in the literature, we
believe that the benefits of treatment to
mother, child, and the community outweigh
the harms. There is no evidence to support
one particular regimen; however, most
MDR-TB experts avoid aminoglycosides and
ethionamide in pregnant women if
alternative agents can be used for an effective
treatment regimen.

Research needs. Global registries aimed
at collecting data on the efficacy, safety, and
tolerability, and maternal and fetal outcomes
associated with MDR-TB regimens in
pregnant women are urgently needed.
Furthermore, given the significant morbidity
and mortality associated with MDR-TB,
a reconsideration of the current approach
of assumed exclusion of pregnant
women from MDR-TB clinical trials is
warranted. A recent consensus statement
from an international expert panel
advocated for allowing pregnant
and lactating women to remain
eligible for phase III MDR-TB trials,
unless there is a compelling reason for
exclusion (330).

Treatment of Contacts
Exposed to MDR-TB
In 1992 and 2000, ATS and CDC advised: 1) no treatment for MDR LTBI for persons
not at high risk for progression to TB
disease, but provision of clinical follow-up
for TB disease signs and symptoms; 2) 6 to
12 months of treatment with two or more
medications to which the isolate of the
source case is susceptible (331, 332).

Summary of the Evidence
Procedures and methodology to assemble
and rank the certainty in the evidence are
reported in Appendix A, with evidence profiles
for PICO questions reported in Appendix B. A
systematic review of 21 published
observational studies that examined
outcomes of TB incidence, treatment
completion, adverse effects, and cost
effectiveness was used as the evidence (333).
Six articles compared TB incidence among
contacts receiving MDR LTBI treatment
versus untreated contacts: 10 presented TB
incidence only for contacts who received
MDR LTBI treatment, and 5 presented TB
incidence only for untreated contacts.

Benefits
Using data from five non–registry-matched
comparison studies included in the
systematic review of 21 published
observational studies, MDR-TB incidence
occurred in 2 of 190 (1.1%) patients treated
for MDR LTBI, compared with 18 of 126
(14.3%) in those who received no MDR-
LTBI treatment (290). The estimated MDR-
TB incidence reduction was 90% (9–99%),
using a negative binomial model controlling
for person time and overdispersion (333).

Harms
From 11 studies having data by regimen on
treatment discontinuation due to adverse
effects, there was high (51%) treatment
discontinuation among patients taking
pyrazinamide-containing regimens (333).
About one-third of patients taking
fluoroquinolone-containing regimens,
without pyrazinamide, had adverse effects,
but only 2% discontinued treatment. For
children ≤15 years of age regardless of
regimen, treatment discontinuation due to
adverse effects was substantially less (5% vs.
33%) (333).
Additional Considerations

Modeled cost-effectiveness studies have shown greatest benefit using a fluoroquinolone-based MDR LTBI treatment. In one study, the most cost-effective regimen was fluoroquinolone/ethambutol, followed by fluoroquinolone alone, then by pyrazinamide/ethambutol (333). A pyrazinamide/fluoroquinolone regimen was particularly toxic, as measured by treatment discontinuation, and prevented about half as many TB cases as the most cost-effective option (334). An expert panel generated a policy brief on this topic recently, acknowledged that further evidence is urgently needed, but still endorsed the immediate implementation of postexposure management of household contacts of MDR-TB, endorsing the approach as being effective, feasible, and cost efficient (334). The Curry International TB Center Drug Resistant TB: Clinician’s Survival Guide suggests an LTBI regimen of levofloxacin or moxifloxacin alone or combined with a second medication to which the isolate of the infectious source patient is susceptible (16).

Among those with presumed MDR LTBI, there is probable effectiveness of preventing TB through MDR LTBI treatment. From systematic reviews of studies reporting incidence for both treated and untreated contacts, TB incidence was significantly lower with MDR LTBI treatment (333, 335–339). In studies that published outcomes by regimen, there were high treatment discontinuation rates due to adverse effects and toxicity in persons taking pyrazinamide-containing MDR-LTBI regimens (336, 337, 339–342). There were low treatment discontinuation rates due to adverse effects and toxicity in persons taking fluoroquinolone-containing MDR-LTBI regimens. Finally, children are at high risk for developing MDR-TB if infected with MDR LTBI and generally experience fewer adverse effects than adults. Given the uncertainties above, many TB experts and programs provide extended post-treatment completion follow-up for patients treated for presumed MDR LTBI.

Conclusions

For contacts with presumed MDR LTBI due to exposure to an infectious patient with MDR-TB, we suggest offering treatment for LTBI versus following with observation alone. For treatment of MDR LTBI, we suggest 6 to 12 months’ treatment with a fluoroquinolone alone or with a second drug, on the basis of source-case isolate DST. On the basis of evidence of increased toxicity, adverse events, and discontinuations, pyrazinamide should not be routinely used as the second drug. In lieu of fluoroquinolone-based treatment, there are few data for the use of other second-line medications and, because of toxicity, they are not recommended by experts. For contacts to fluoroquinolone-resistant, pre-XDR-TB, pyrazinamide/ethambutol may be an effective option, if source-case isolate DST shows susceptibility to these drugs. In children, TB drugs are generally better tolerated, and levofloxacin is preferred because of the availability of an oral suspension formulation.

Research Needs

Randomized clinical trials on the effectiveness of safer, shorter, more-effective MDR LTBI regimens are underway. Three randomized clinical trials of MDR LTBI treatment for contacts to persons with infectious MDR-TB include: 1) TB-CHAMP (Tuberculosis Child Multidrug-Resistant Preventive Therapy Trial): 24 weeks of levofloxacin versus placebo in children <5 years of age, 2) V QUIN (Levofloxacin versus Placebo for the Treatment of Latent Tuberculosis among Contacts of Patients with Multidrug-Resistant Tuberculosis [The VQUIN MDR Trial]): 6 months of daily levofloxacin versus placebo, and 3) PHOENix (Protecting Households on Exposure to Newly Diagnosed Index Multidrug-Resistant Tuberculosis Patients [PHOENix MDR-TB]): 6 months of daily delamanid versus 6 months of isoniazid. In addition, more information is needed on the cost effectiveness of treating contacts with presumed DR-TB infection using these newer MDR LTBI regimens.

Summary of Key Differences between ATS/CDC/ERS/IDSA and WHO 2019 Consolidated Guidelines on Drug-Resistant Tuberculosis Treatment

The 2019 WHO Consolidated Guidelines on Drug-Resistant Tuberculosis Treatment guidelines were based on a modified set of data that expanded on the initial individual patient dataset used for these ATS/CDC/ERS/IDSA guidelines (3). For the 2019 WHO update, data from 625 patients were included by WHO from eight other datasets received in 2018 (Australia, Belarus, Brazil, France, Latvia, Republic of Korea, Russian Federation, and the EndTB project), as well as a sample of 3,626 patients receiving treatment in South Africa, including 1,210 cases started on bedaquiline in 2015. With these newer data added, the WHO individual patient dataset removed 3,367 records because of incomplete DST documentation (7). Despite the changes in the datasets described, WHO and ATS/CDC/ERS/IDSA recommendations are largely concordant, as they were derived concurrently, using a similar approach (GRADE methodology and a multidisciplinary Guideline Development Group), and were informed by an individual patient data meta-analysis that overlapped substantially. The main differences are highlighted below.

- WHO recommendations are stated as applying to MDR and RR-TB. Our ATS/CDC/ERS/IDSA guidelines do not address management of rifampin resistance in the absence of isoniazid resistance.
- WHO recommendations only retain the intensive/continuation phase denomination for regimens that incorporate amikacin and streptomycin. We anticipate that use of regimens that incorporate injectables will decline over time, and it is likely that both WHO and ATS/CDC/ERS/IDSA recommendations on treatment duration will change in the near future and the distinction between an initial and continuation phase will be reduced further in the context of newer, more potent all-oral regimens emerging.
- The duration of the injectable phase in the WHO recommendations relates to its total length (6–7 mo in 2019 update) rather than time after culture conversion as in these ATS/CDC/ERS/IDSA guidelines. The recommendation on total duration is similar in length in both guidelines. For the WHO guidelines, no separate recommendations are made for pre-XDR or XDR-TB.
- The minimum number of medicines likely to be effective at the start of
treatment is five in the ATS/CDC/ERS/IDSA guidelines and four in the WHO recommendations. The WHO recommendation was based on analyses that showed no clear benefit from exceeding four effective drugs at the start of treatment. The difference between WHO and ATS/CDC/ERS/IDSA guidelines may be due to the greater use of bedaquiline and other effective drugs in the latter updates of the IPDMA used by WHO. The ATS/CDC/ERS/IDSA recommendation chose five medicines on the basis of benefits noted in analyses shown in Tables 3 and 4 and also to anticipate toxicities related to MDR-TB drugs, wherein one or more agents would likely need to be held or permanently discontinued within the first 6 months of treatment.

- The WHO recommendations for linezolid and bedaquiline were strong, with the evidence judged to be of moderate certainty by the WHO Guideline Development Group, whereas the ATS/CDC/ERS/IDSA guidelines judged the certainty of the IPDMA to be of lower certainty. The WHO recommendation on delamanid was primarily determined by the outcomes of Trial 213 reported in aggregate format by the study investigator (a subsequent IPDMA of trial data did not change the strength of the recommendation or the positioning of the drug in terms of priority for choice in a longer regimen). The ATS/CDC/ERS/IDSA committee concurs with the WHO recommendation that delamanid can be used for treatment of MDR-TB.

- With respect to composing a regimen, Table 10 in these guidelines, providing a stepwise selection of agents, is different from the WHO guidance, which proposes three groupings, essentially combining steps. On the basis of judgements of the respective guideline committee groups, the ordering of drugs within groups is minimally different.

- WHO maintains the recommendation on the standardized 9- to 11-month shorter-course regimen, under specific conditions, whereas the ATS/CDC/ERS/IDSA committee, on the basis of the fact that the regimen is standardized with the use of drugs for which there is documented or high likelihood of resistance (e.g., isoniazid, ethionamide, pyrazinamide), could not make a recommendation for or against the shorter regimen compared with individualized regimens. Instead, the ATS/CDC/ERS/IDSA committee makes a research recommendation for the conduct of randomized clinical trials evaluating the efficacy, safety, and tolerability of modified shorter-course regimens that include newer oral agents, exclude injectables, and include drugs for which susceptibility is confirmed or highly likely.

- For patients with isoniazid-resistant TB, the WHO recommendations do not provide for a reduction of duration of pyrazinamide use under situations such as recommended by the ATS/CDC/ERS/IDSA guidance.

- Finally, although the WHO recommends evaluation of drug resistance, their guidance accepts that globally empirical regimens will continue to be used. The ATS/CDC/ERS/IDSA guidance requires microbiological data to create a regimen suitable for the individual patient’s strain of tuberculosis.
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